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Editor’s
Note
112 Toshakhana
gifts dilemma
The allegations of misuse of Toshakhana (gifts) against former
Prime Minister Imran Khan have highlighted the laws relevant to the
Toshakhana and the governing procedure that determines whether or
not these gifts can be accepted and disposed of by the government
figures.
On the matter of gifts received by former premier Imran Khan, his
close aides have come up with contradictory statements—DrShahbaz
Gill claimed the former premier did not sell out any gifts, while Fawad
Chaudhry appears to confirm the charges against Khan, stating in a
tweet that there was nothing wrong with the way the gifts were disposed
of. The spiraling controversy over gifts to ex-PM has been accepted
as a welcome gift by the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N),
as newly appointed Prime Minister of this Party, Shehbaz Sharif is
stretching the allegation by claiming that Khan took gifts worth Rs140
million from Toshakhana and sold them out in Dubai.
The list of gifts goes from luxurious and highly expensive Rolex
and other watches (seven Rolex watches) to gold and diamond jewelry
(including multiple necklaces, bracelets, rings, multiple diamond
chains), an expensive pen to cuff links worth millions, dinner sets to
perfumes, and Oud(fragrance), which were gifted by different states to
the ousted prime minister Imran Khan and his spouse BushraBibi, and
they allegedly retained all of them.
The most expensive watch whose value has been estimated at Rs85
million was gifted to Khan by Saudi Crown Prince Muhammad Bin
Salman when he visited Saudi Arabia.
According to the known data, this is the most expensive gift given
to Pakistan and retained by any Prime Minister in recent history.
Imran Khan is also facing the accusation of hiding these precious
gifts from tax authorities in the country. After keeping with himself
for three years this precious watch that was gifted to him as Pakistan
PM, Imran Khan rushed to declare this item in his tax returns for the
financial year 2020-21 only when his retention of Toshakhana items
was brewing up into becoming the biggest corruption scandal against
him.
Imran Khan did not declare any of the retained Toshakhana gifts in
his returns filed for the financial years 2018-19, 2019-20, and 2020-21.
Khan’s wife BushraBibi did not file any return during the same period.
In fact, BushraBibi never filed a return in her entire life and she only
got herself registered with the tax authorities of Pakistan in July 2021.
According to Cabinet Divisions documents in order to retain
the gifts, Khan paid a total of Rs38.17 million against their value of
Rs142.0421 million. Reports suggest that many gifts given directly to
the Prime Minister and the protocol officer, have been missing from the
official record. Such gifts cannot be recorded. Retaining gifts received
from foreign dignitaries by Pakistani politicians and officials has been
a norm for a long time but in the case of Imran Khan and BushraBibi
things appear far beyond being merely normal.
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E D IT OR
Economic growth

Cultural diversity is the collection of human societies or
cultures in a specific region/area, as a result of globalization
and mutual influences. It contradicts the term “monoculture”
meaning “having only a single unified culture”. It refers to the
inclusion of different cultural perspectives in an organization
or society.
Pakistan is a land of cultural diversity and it has a culture
that reflects unity in diversity. Even the flag is multicoloured.
Green reflects the Muslims and white symbolizes the
minorities, the star and the moon convey the message of
peace. Historically, Sindh’s contribution to Pakistan’s GDP
has been between 30percent to 32.7percent. Its share in the
service sector has ranged from 21percent to 27.8percent and
in the agriculture sector from 21.4percent to 27.7percent.
Punjab contributes 60percent of the national gross domestic
product (GDP), underscoring its pivotal role in Pakistan’s
economic growth and employment. Khyber Pakhtunkhwa’s
share of Pakistan’s GDP has historically comprised
10.5percent, amounting to over US$ 30 billion. The province
accounts for 11.9percent of Pakistan’s total population.
Balochistan has enormous potential to emerge as Pakistan’s
new economic frontier. Its livestock contributes 20percent to
provincial GDP. It is the primary source of living for about an
80percent of the Baloch population. The provincial share in
the country’s total livestock population is stated to be about
40percent. These provinces also contribute to the country’s
economic development by exporting their unique products.
They export Textiles articles, cotton, apparel: knit, apparel:
non knit, cereals, precious instruments, natural minerals and
stone, leather products, seafood, fruit and nuts.
Bushra Tahir, Lahore

Low literacy rate in Pakistan
The current literacy rate of Pakistan is 62.3 which means
that an estimated population of 60 million is illiterate in our
country (Ministry of Federal Education and Professional
Training).
Why are there fewer doctors, scientists, educated people and
more uneducated, beggars, and thieves in our country? Is a
great pianist or a master criminal born, or made?
Founder of behaviourism, famous psychologist John
B.Watson said: “Give me a dozen healthy infants, wellformed and my own special world to bring them up in and
I’ll guarantee to take anyone at random, and train him to
become any type of specialist I might select-doctor, artist,
merchant, and yes, even a beggar, regardless of his talents,
penchants, tendencies, abilities, vocations and race of his
ancestors.”
So there are more chances a great scientist or a pianist is
made, not born.
The illiteracy rate in our country is so high because of our
mindset, poor financial condition and education system.
When great nations, like England and America, were
establishing Harvard and Oxford, we were building TajMehal
and ShahiQila in the subcontinent. They were promoting
education, science and technology and we were opposing
science and technical education. So they started ruling the
world. Then we became victims of the inferior complex that
White Skinned People are superior to brown and started
adopting their dressing style, language, and infrastructure.
What we didn’t adopt was their mentality, education system
and behaviour which was making them superior.
MuznaMehmood Hashmi, Lahore

UK and FATF hypocrisy
The Russia Ukraine war has exposed many hypocrisies of
the Western countries, with Western nations allowing and
even promoting foreign civilians to go and fight. Similarly,

Ukrainian refugees are being given a welcome refuge by
Western nations while Arabic, Asian and African refugees
have been treated very badly by the same nations.
Besides war, another hypocrisy of the UK that has been
exposed is the fact that UK laws have a loophole where the
UK allows the purchase of properties in Britain anonymously
via shell companies. This loophole has made the UK very
rich while providing a safe place for criminals to deposit
their ill-gotten wealth.
The UK Government has been aware of this fact for decades
however, these days it is facing pressure from the EU
which wanted the UK to confiscate the Russian oligarchy’s
properties because Russia invaded Ukraine, whereas Pakistan
and other developing nations have been asking for years to
stop this practice, confiscate and return the properties that
were bought with a stolen wealth of their nations as such
they must be given to them. But the UK ignored all such
requests from these nations.
This issue also exposed the hypocrisy of FATF. While
Pakistan is being kept on the Grey List of FATF, whereof
the economic growth of the world’s fifth most populated
nation is facing bottlenecks but FATF has not slammed
any restrictions against the UK or other nations that allow
anonymous shell companies registration that has been
revealed through various bank documents leaked over the
years.
Both of these issues are hurting Pakistan and should be taken
up at all available forums to make FATF take the same tough
actions against the UK, Switzerland, etc as it was doing
against Pakistan. The British government must change its
policy and get back the money from the persons who looted
Pakistan’s wealth and spent it on purchasing properties in the
UK and give it back to the Pakistani nation.
Shahryar Khan Baseer, Peshawar

Technology conundrum
We as active people on social media must know how crimes
can be done on cellphones or online ways. Undoubtedly,
technology is everywhere on this globe. However, its use
appears to have taken us back instead of taking us forward.
Nowadays, people don’t help as they record on cameras.
It has created laziness among youngsters. The camera has
become an additional tool that is used the most. People in
their daily life prefer to engage themselves with mobiles
instead of reading and discussing. Nowadays, excessive
use of cell phones, computers and other gadgets has made a
section of people indulge in crime. It is alarming.
The use of technology is mostly for the interconnection
of the people. However, in that way, most of the poeple
get linked up with certain fake websites which offer free
laptops and scholarships but factually, they purport to collect
the personal information of the persons who are allured to
accept that offer. Simple and uneducated citizens share their
personal information with unknown people who later use the
same for any purpose good or bad.
Recently, I cleared my matriculation so I was planning to
attend computer classes. I was in search of a laptop. My
friend showed me a link which was about a scheme that was
offering free of cost laptops. I just clicked and shared my all
information in order to get a laptop but I have not received
any laptop yet.
The government needs to put up efforts to detect such fake
website operators who otherwise, are open to becoming a
great threat. Federal investigation Agency (FIA) should
detect and through the PTA immediately block such links
and sensitize the people as to which websites are real and
which were fake and were operating only to dupe the people
to get their personal data. Additionally, citizens also avoid
forwarding such links on social media before ascertaining
whether it is fake or fact.
A. Baloch, Balochistan

Write us at: flare.mag@gmail.com
We receive too many letters from our valued readers every month through mail and e-mail, however, due to shortage of space,
we are publishing only few selected letters.
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OICCI invests Rs14.5
billion on social
uplifting in Pakistan

he members of the
awards points to overseas
Overseas Investors
Pakistanis for sending reChamber of Committances through legal
merce and Induschannels.
try (OICCI) have once again
Foreign exchange inaffirmed their commitment
flows resulting from the Roto uplift Pakistani society
shan Digital Account have
from all aspects after it has
reached new heights. As a
already invested Rs14.5 bilresult of the newly inaulion in different CSR (Corgurated scheme of Roshan
porate Social ResponsibiliDigital Account, foreign
ty) and sustainable projects
exchange inflows reached
during the year 2020-21.
$3.6 billion by February
The OICCI statement
2022. Roshan Digital Acsaid that about 100 of the
count is an initiative taken
leading foreign investors
by the State Bank of Pakiand members of OICCI
stan, in collaboration with
had continued to stand by
several commercial banks
the government to fight the
in Pakistan, to achieve
pandemic of COVID-19
its objective of financial
besides carrying out their
inclusivity and to attract
several CSR initiatives
foreign inflows needed
which benefitted the marto support the country’s
ginalized
communities
fledgling economy. It alacross the country. The
lows non-resident PakiCSR activities of OICCI
stanis to open an account
members did not include
in Pakistan remotely.
only monetary contribuThe account offers
tions but the intellect and
the Pakistani diaspora to
time of their employees as
operate as such they were
well which develop sustainoperating from Pakistan,
able and long-term projects
giving them digital acacross Pakistan with the
cess to all conventional
underlying commitment
account services i.e. fee
to uplift the underprivipayment, fund transfers
leged strata of the society
etc. Roshan Digital Acthrough different means.
count was initiated in
President OICCI, GhiSeptember 2020. In the
as Khan, commended the
first month, it received $7
strong commitment of
million in funds and regisOICCI members towards
tered 12,947 accounts. By
inspiring the corporate secFebruary 2021, 94,212 actor alike to invest in society
counts had been registered
and for introducing the latunder Roshan Digital Acest technology and skills
count, and it had received
transfer to the local popu$580
million in funds from
President OICCI, Ghias Khan, commended the strong
lation.
non-resident Pakistanis. In
“The OICCI members
February 2021 alone, $169
commitment of OICCI members towards inspiring the
keep on enhancing the CSR
million worth of funds
fabric through a proactive corporate sector alike to invest in society and for introducing were received, and 13,673
engagement between busi- the latest technology and skills transfer to the local population accounts were opened.
ness and all stakeholders in
However,
February
society, “he remarked. “It
2022
reached
monumening, and actively supported health and nutrition-reresulted in model CSR initiatives and sustainability lated initiatives through donations to reputable tal heights compared to the previous year as it repractices, largely in line with the United Nations’ hospitals, medical care camps and health awareness ceived $250 million in funds and registered 22,571
Sustainable Development Goals to meet the growing campaigns.
new accounts. Cumulatively, 18 months since the
needs of society,” Ghias mentioned. Vice President
Moreover, 73percent of members contributed programme was launched, RDA has received $3.65
OICCI, Amir Paracha, highlighted that the annual to Quality Education by funding primary and sec- billion. Of the overall $3.6 billion, $2.4 billion or alCSR Report 2020-21 reflected the feedback from ondary school facilities, scholarships, and various most 68.6percent have been invested in Naya Pakiabout half of the OICCI membership which had vocational training programmes for skills develop- stan Certificates (NPCs). Naya Pakistan Certificate
shared their CSR activities.
ment. Gender Equality is also one of the focus areas (NPC) is fixed-income security offered digitally by
This year a total CSR contribution stood at Rs where more than half of our participant members the Government of Pakistan under NPC Rules 2020
11 billion, which benefited about 34 million direct supported the women empowerment activities and framed under the Public Debt Act, 1944.
beneficiaries across the country. OICCI members actively supported the “OICCI Women” initiative
It is sovereign security denominated in US
and their colleagues spent around 1.4 million man- in place since 2017. OICCI is the collective body of
Dollars and Pak Rupees issued with full faith and
hours and partnered with 160 social and develop- the top 200 foreign investors in Pakistan, belonging credit of the Government of Pakistan. So far, RDA
ment sector organizations throughout Pakistan.
has registered 365,182 accounts from around 175
The geographic distribution of the CSR activities
counties across different Pakistani banks. The main
Vice President OICCI, Amir
has been 31percent in Sindh, 27percent in Punjab,
purpose of a system like RDA was to decrease the
15percent in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 13percent in
current account deficit and to promote digitization
Paracha, highlighted that the
Baluchistan, 8percent in Gilgit-Baltistan, and 6perin the country. Pakistan’s current account deficit,
annual CSR Report 2020-21
cent in Azad Kashmir. Vice-President OICCI, Amir
currently standing at around the $11 billion mark,
Paracha said COVID-19 continued to be a challenge
is also continuously increasing as a result of the imreflected the feedback from
for businesses throughout the world. Our members
port-based economy. Pakistan generates 50percent
showed exceptional leadership and resilience in the
of its tax revenue from imports. The government has
about half of the OICCI
fight against COVID-19. During the year, 90percent
taken several initiatives to decrease its reliance on
membership which had shared imports and attract the foreign inflow of money. In
of our participant members contributed about Rs 3.5
billion to various causes to fight the pandemic.
addition to the RDA, the government also launched
their CSR activities
“Protecting Environment was one of the areas
SohniDharti Remittance Programme (SDRP),
which were increasingly inviting attention in re- to 35 countries, who are also the largest contributor which awards points to overseas Pakistanis for sendcent days. A 69percent of our participant members to the economy of Pakistan besides being the largest ing remittances through legal channels.
carried out environment-related pursuits and spent foreign investors. On the other hand, the government
Pakistan is also trying to move towards digital
about Rs 1.5 billion for the causes of protecting the has taken several initiatives to curtail its reliance on transactions. According to the State Bank of Pakienvironment.”
imports and to attract the foreign inflow of money. In stan, digital transactions in Pakistan spiked 31.1perWith respect to specific UN SDGs, 79percent of
addition to the RDA, the government also launched cent, amounting to Rs. 88 trillion or $500 billion, far
the OICCI members focused on health and well-be- SohniDharti Remittance Programme (SDRP), which exceeding the country’s GDP. n
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ryptocurrency scams have jumped up in
numbers. They are 66percent more dangerous than any other online scam causing financial losses. The US authorities are
on alert mode after Michigan state police tracked 31
scams related to cryptocurrencies.
Investigations led by the State Department identified several websites and applications created by
scammers to beguile innocent victims.
Another cyber security firm, Cyber-Forensics.
net, a cyber forensics service for online scam victims
says, bitcoin scams involve deceiving targets or potential targets into paying funds either in the form of
coins/tokens or investing their available funds into
fraudulent investment schemes.
In 2021 in India, cryptocurrencies from this land
witnessed a massive expansion in several parts of the
world, apart from India itself. Around 100 million
Indians are reportedly experimenting with the crypto
space at a time when the government is still deliberating its official stance on cryptocurrencies. Impacted by a lack of research and awareness, many crypto-enthusiastic Indians are finding their way on scam
websites, new research by Chainalysis has claimed.
In 2021 alone, fake crypto websites registered 9.6
million visits from India, the report claimed.
With the boom of the crypto space, the cases of
cyber-criminals scamming innocent investors have
risen worldwide in recent times.
The top five scam crypto websites visited by Indians in 2021 included Coinpayu.com, Adbtc.top,
Hackertyper.net, Dualmine.com, and Coingain.app,
as per a report from Mint citing Chainalysis data.
Many of these websites are created to collect
unlawfully the personal information of the visitors
without their consent or knowledge. Names, emails,
and phone numbers among other sensitive details of
potential crypto investors are often collected by these
malicious websites, exposing them to risks of being
scammed again.
Some of these scam websites also offer fake investment plans to crypto investors leading them to
cases like the Morris Coin fraud.
In an unprecedented move against the crypto industry in Pakistan, the Federal Investigation Agency
(FIA) issued a notice to Binance’s Pakistani agent
in relation to an internet scam involving millions of
dollars.
Indeed, the Sindh FIA Cyber Crime unit questioned a representative of the global cryptocurrency
exchange Binance in connection with a scheme that
is claimed to have duped Pakistanis of $100 million
approximately Rs17.5 billion.
As per a press statement from the Agency, since
December 20 last, people from all around the coutry
started to contact FIA Cyber Crime Sindh via social
media. The victims revealed at least 11 mobile apps,
including MCX, HFC, HTFOX, FXCOPY, Okimini, BB001, AVG86C, BX66, UG, TASKTOK, and
91fp, which were being used to carry out the cryptocurrency transactions, had ceased operating. These
apps were all linked to Binance wallets in one way
or another.
Let’s take a look at the types of bitcoin scams
running online.
A) Investment and Business Opportunity Scams:
Illegal organizations promise investors large returns
on small investments in a short time and achieve financial freedom.
Such scammers may also pose as knowledgeable crypto enthusiasts looking for an opportunity
to grow their business. But in reality, they only want
to grow their profits. Scammers will say participants
can win reward points meaning more cryptocurrency if they pay.
Some scammers conduct their tricks by sending
unsolicited offers from fake profiles. They may also
pose as investment managers. But once the victims
put money into the suggested account, victims will
realize that they can withdraw their profits only if
they pay some amount of bitcoins.
Another popular way is where scammers may
send a list of fake employment offers on websites.
They will promise a good job but end up taking the
victims’ money or stealing personal information.
B) The Classic Blackmailing Emails: Fraudsters
FAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L

Cryptocurrency
scams going
unabated through
fake websites, apps

Many of these websites have been created to collect unlawfully
the personal information of the visitors without their consent or
knowledge. Names, emails, and phone numbers among other
sensitive details of potential crypto investors are often collected
by these malicious websites, exposing them to risks of being
scammed again
will often send emails to recipients containing a link
to victims’ personal photos, or videos. Scammers
use this data to blackmail crypto holders into paying
the desired funds. In usual cases, victims do what is
asked of them out of fear.
But bitcoin recovery specialist Timothy Benson
says: “Don’t do it. This comes under criminal extortion. When someone faces such a problem, report it
to the local authorities immediately.”
C) Social Media Bitcoin Scams: Interestingly,
modern-day scammers have realized that social
media is a ripe field to find targets without much
effort. Platforms like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
WhatsApp attract quick responses from online users. Additionally, scammers can find a huge number

They are 66percent more
dangerous than any other
online scam causing financial
losses. The US authorities are
on alert mode after Michigan
state police tracked 31 scams
related tocryptocurrencies
of audiences in one go. This is also the reason even
the best bitcoin scam recovery services are observing
an increased number of cases. Some scammers may
open fake celebrity accounts identical to genuine
accounts to encourage fans to put bitcoins into fake
accounts.
Why is bitcoin recovery so challenging?
Despite the claims that cryptocurrency is funda|

mentally a safe platform, there are always scammers
who identify ways to break the ecosystem- especially
where online infrastructures are not based on blockchain. These principles can be violated by scammers.
Additionally, many blockchain protocols are decentralized which risks the integrity of the capital in the
wallets.
Regardless of the method of the bitcoin scam
used to target victims, victims may suffer financial
losses. Therefore, raising the matter by reporting it
should be one of the steps in order to stay protected
in future.
In addition, contacting appropriate agencies can
leverage victims’ chance to recoup lost funds. Fortunately, bitcoin funds can be tracked, although the
task is challenging.
Fund recovery companies like Cyber Forensic
have extensive experience to identify the perpetrators
behind the scam and help victims build a strong case
against tricksters.
What to do if scammed into bitcoin?
When someone believes they have been scammed
into sending their finances to someone online, the
first and foremost protocol is to bring the matter to
the notice of local authorities. An explanation of
how the online scam took place and how the perpetrators got to their potential targets can prove beneficial to investigators in retracing how the scam occurred. Also, it saves emotional distress for victims
to relive the experience every time they are asked to
explain what happened.
As the world faces a growing number of bitcoin
scams, the best thing to get money back is to talk to
fund recovery services. Firms like Cyber-Forensics.
net are equipped with tools and equipment to ease
the fund recovery process. n
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didas has been manufacturing the balls
for the mega event consecutively for
the past 14 years. Pakistan has been
the official makers of match-ball since
the 1982 FIFA World Cup. Pakistan did not make
official match-balls in 2010 and 2014 but was given contracts for the 2018 FIFA World Cup held in
Russia.The match-ball is made in Pakistan and is
manufactured by the second largest sports manufacturer in the world, Adidas.
Lionel Messi and Son Heung-min have both
been used by Adidas in their promotion of Al Rihla. The Argentina and South Korea captains are
pictured holding the ball in promotional material
used in the online Adidas shop.
FIFA World Cup is set to commence in Doha,
Qatar on 21st November. Pakistan is not participating in the tournament despite having a team and
a huge fan following for the sports in the country.
FIFA has currently placed a ban on Pakistan
Football Team for third-party meddling in the Pakistan Football Federation.

According to a report published in December
2021, football exports during the first four months
of the fiscal year of 2021-22 grew up by 17.22percent as compared to the exports of the corresponding period of the last year.
During the period from July-Oct 2021, Footballs worth US$ 50,148 were exported as compared
to exports worth US$ 42,780 during the same period of last year. According to the data released by
the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics, the exports of
Sports Goods increased by 20.73percent, worth
US$ 105,120 were exported as compared to the exports of US$ 87,070 in the same period last year.
With the group draw for the 2022 FIFA World
Cup in Qatar right around the corner, Adidas has
finally given fans and players a glimpse of the ball
with which they hope to capture the glory.
Adidas released the “Al Rihla” — Arabic for
“the journey” — ball on March 30. It is “inspired
by the culture, architecture, iconic boats and flag of
Qatar,” according to FIFA.com.

ECONOMY |

Pakistan again
honoured with
making footballs for
FIFA World Cup

The boats FIFA refers to are dhow boats, which is a generic name
for a number of traditional sailing vessels. Historically, dhow
boats feature long, thin hulls, that were used as trading vessels
for carrying fruit, freshwater or other goods along the coasts of
Arab countries, Pakistan, India, Bangladesh and East Africa
with fibre or cords. Adidas tested the Al Rihla ball
rigorously in labs, wind tunnels and on the pitch,
resulting in “the fastest and most accurate FIFA
World Cup ball to date.” It features CRT-CORE,
“the heart of the ball,” which provides speed, accuracy and consistency “for fast-paced action and precision, with maximal shape and air retention, as well
as rebound accuracy.” It also features Adidas’s new
Speedshell technology, “a textured [polyurethane]
skin with a new 20-piece panel shape, improving the
accuracy, flight stability and swerve; thanks to the
macro- and microtextures, plus surfacedebossing.”

14

“This is a stunning, sustainable and high-quality Official Match Ball from Adidas that will be enjoyed by stars performing at the top of their game
on the world’s biggest stage in Qatar, as well as
grassroots players everywhere,” said FIFA marketing director Jean-François Pathy. “Al Rihla’s worldwide journey will represent the incredible reach of
the FIFA World Cup and give fans a unique opportunity to engage with the event as excitement builds
ahead of the big kick-off.”
The boats FIFA refers to are dhow boats, which
is a generic name for a number of traditional sailing
vessels. Historically, dhow boats feature long, thin
hulls which were used as trading vessels for carrying fruit, freshwater or other goods along the coasts
of Arab countries, Pakistan, India, Bangladesh and
East Africa. Dhow boats are known for their triangular lateen sails and for their stitched construction.
The boats are made by sewing hull boards together
FAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L
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Adidas tested the Al Rihla ball
rigorously in labs, wind tunnels
and on the pitch, resulting in
“the fastest and most accurate
FIFA World Cup ball to date
“The game is getting faster and, as it speeds up,
accuracy and flight stability become critically important,” said Adidas design director FranziskaLöffelmann. “The new design allows the ball to maintain a significantly higher speed as it journeys
through the air. For the biggest global stage in all
of sport, we set out to make the impossible possible
with radical innovation.”
The Al Rihla ball was also designed with sus|

tainability in mind. All the inks and glues used on
the ball are water-based.
Adidas also released an orange version of the
Al Rihla ball, labelled as a “winter ball.” Leagues
in Europe often use high-visibility yellow or orange
balls during snowy winter months. Given Qatar’s
desert climate, though, it’s unlikely this will see any
game action during the World Cup.

Before the World Cup kicks off, Adidas is taking
the Al Rihla on a journey of its own. It will visit 10
cities around the world — including Dubai, Tokyo,
Mexico City and New York — where Adidas will
launch initiatives designed to improve access to and
equity in sports.
Adidas has also pledged to donate 1% of total
global sales of its soccer balls to Common Goal — a
charity dedicated to driving sustainability and equity through soccer — until 2023. n
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IHC decision to
scrape PECA law
widely hailed

he journalist associations, including
Pakistan
Broadcasters
Association
(PBA), All Pakistan Newspapers Society
(APNS), Council of Pakistan Newspaper Editors (CPNE), Association of Electronic
Media Editors and News Directors (AEMEND)
and some senior journalists of the country, have
hailed the Islamabad High Court (IHC) decision
of nullifying the Prevention of Electronic Crimes
Act (PECA) Amendment Ordinance 2022 while
declaring it “unconstitutional”. Even the political
parties including PPP, PML-N, ANP and JI are
delighted over the decision while terming it a very
welcome move by Islamabad High Court (IHC)
wherein it has declared null and void the PECA
2022.
The CPNE members, including President Kazim Khan and Secretary General Amir Mehmood,
have welcomed the decision of the High Court,
saying that it has ensured the protection of freedom of expression and the Constitution of Pakistan.
The media has a crucial role in promoting
democratic values of any country, the Council
said, adding the PTI regime characterised by a dictatorial mindset wanted to eradicate the press and
the journalists from the face of the state.
“The government took all efforts to enact anti-media amendments in the PECA ordinance.
Working from the platform of a joint action committee, the CPNE carried out an extensive protest
and struggle against the autocratic and dictatorial
law.”
President Kazim while congratulating the
media organisations and journalists said that the
high court’s decision has protected the Press in
the country from the tools and tactics which could
have paved the way for the highhandedness of the
incumbent rulers for their personal gains.
While proceeding with the case, the IHC chief
justice came down hard on the Federal Investigation Agency (FIA) in connection with the arrests
of journalists under the notorious PECA Ordinance, 2022.
In the course of the hearing, Chief Justice IHC
AtharMinallah said that the FIA is monitoring
journalists. Is this what the FIA is supposed to do? PBA, APNS, CPNE, AEMEND, and other media organisations
CJ Minallah posed.
Referring to journalist Bilal Ghauri’s case, the have hailed the Islamabad High Court (IHC) decision of nullifying
Chief Justice said how the Agency could take acthe Prevention of Electronic Crimes Act (PECA) Amendment
tion against Ghauri. He just did a vlog and referred
to a book, Justice Minallah remarked.
Ordinance 2022 while declaring it “unconstitutional”. Even
The Court had made similar remarks during
March 30 hearing. What would be the justification the political parties including PPP, PML-N, ANP and JI are
for the “power of arrest” under amended Section
delighted over the decision while terming it a very welcome
20 of PECA? the Court asked. “If a journalist
quoted from a book, how would section 20 apply move by the IHC
to him? The FIA itself has created a case to declare the section null and void.”
der, the Court went on. After the arguments con- tice were made parties to the petitions before the
Director General FIA Babar Bakht, who ap- cluded, the Court reserved the verdict of the case.
Islamabad High Court.
peared before the Court, submitted that at times
After President ArifAlvi signed two ordinancIt may be mentioned that former President Lathe agency arrests the suspect first and once the hore High Court Bar and representatives of differ- es making changes in the Prevention of Electronic
recovery is made, the FIR is registered.
ent journalist associations across the country had Crimes Act, (PECA) 2016, and the Elections Act,
Bakht’s comments angered the Chief Justice also challenged the PECA 2022 in the Islamabad 2017, on February 18, the Media Joint Action
who asked under what law such arrests are made.
Committee (JAC) issued a statement to reject the
High Court.
You are not ashamed
The ordinance in ques- “draconian amendments.”
of what you are doing and In the course of the hearing, tion had triggered protests
The JAC, comprising PBA, APNS, CPNE, AEgiving arguments to defrom media bodies and MEND and Pakistan Federal Union of Journalists
Chief Justice IHC Athar
fend it, Justice MInallah
civil society as they termed (PFUJ), said that the amendments brought by the
said.
PTI-led government to PECA are a “blatant move
Minallah said that the FIA is it a “draconian law”.
The Chief Justice while
Somewhat commonly to stifle media independence, freedom of speech,
referring to the arrest of monitoring journalists. Is this the petitioners maintained and dissenting voices.”
journalist
MohsinBaig
The statement said that all media bodies will
that Sections 2 and 3 of
said an FIR was registered what the FIA is supposed to do? the presidential ordinance “take any and all legal actions to challenge any
in Lahore and the raid was
were contradictory to Arti- attempt to curb media’s independence and its right
CJ Minallah posed
conducted in Islamabad.
cles 4, 9, 19, 19A and 89 to raise voice against any steps to curb freedom of
Someone should answer,
of the Constitution of Pa- expression as guaranteed in the constitution.”
peoples’ rights are being violated, said CJ Minal- kistan that gave the citizens a right to know.
The JAC will, if needed, oppose all such moves
lah.
with the “full might of its constituent bodies and
“The Ordinance would become a source of
The Chief Justice said the SOPs on how to promoting self-censorship [...] President of Paki- individual members.” The statement further added
take a person into custody were presented to the stan must have a valid reason to promulgate ordi- that it is “evident that the government is adamant
Court but even then they were not followed in nances,” they stated in the plea.
to push through its ill-conceived and draconian
Baig’s case. DG FIA said once a law is enacted,
The Federal Government through the Cabinet agenda through various presidential ordinances”.
the Agency is pressurized to apply it.
Secretary, Ministry of Information and Broad- All media bodies stand united to defend freedom
Someone needs to be held accountable for it, casting, Ministry of Information Technology and of expression and people’s right to information, it
tell us who is responsible, we need to issue an or- Telecommunication and Ministry of Law and Jus- added. n
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National UNDP-Jazz Bootcamp
held to promote young
entrepreneurs

Syed Ali Naseer, Chief Business Officer at Jazz said Pakistan’s increasingly tech-savvy youth
demographic of over 60percent, can be a massive driver for growth. This is a tremendous asset for
the country in achieving its socio-economic goals. Jazz is delivering on its promise of empowering
youth through technology, knowledge, skillset, and capital

U

NDP and Jazz concluded its national
SDG Bootcamp competition for social
enterprises recently. Ten startups participated in the competition, who had
won the provincial and thematic boot camps. The
startups, of which five were women-led, focused
on at least 15 different SDGs.

along with access to mentorship opportunities and
exclusive digital giveaways by Jazz.
Ms. Laura Sheridan, Programme Manager of
UNDP’s Youth Empowerment Programme, said

Bechlo.pk has won the first
national Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG)
Bootcamp conducted jointly by
United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) and Jazz

cial enterprises.”
Syed Ali Naseer, Chief Business Officer at
Jazz, said, “Pakistan’s increasingly tech-savvy
youth demographic of over 60percent, can be a
massive driver for growth. This is a tremendous asset for the country in achieving its socio-economic
goals. Jazz is delivering on its promise of empowering youth through technology, knowledge, skill-

on the occasion: “UNDP believes that by developing young people’s 21st century skills, and by
catalysing and sustaining youth-led startups and
social enterprises here in Pakistan, we can jointly position young people front and centre to solve

Aimed at promoting social entrepreneurship
and strengthening the startup ecosystem in the
country, the boot camps have trained, mentored,
and educated 201 social enterprises nationwide.
Bechlo.pk has won the first national Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) Bootcamp conducted jointly by United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) and Jazz. Ten startups,
which had earlier won the provincial and thematic
boot camps, participated in the national competition held in Islamabad.
The winning startup, Bechlo.pk, is a fully integrated online multi-vendor store that provides
women with a platform to sell new and pre-loved
items from the comfort of their homes. The startup will now be provided with an opportunity to
join Youth Co:Lab: the largest youth Social Entrepreneurship movement in Asia and the Pacific
FAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L

the country’s most pressing challenges. Together
with Jazz, we have provided entrepreneurial skills
and supported our participants to develop business
plans for sustainability and scalability of their so|

set, and capital. Our partnership with UNDP is
a validation of our commitment to strengthening
Pakistan through partnerships and I hope these
boot camps inspire other social entrepreneurs to
take a chance on turning their ideas into successful
businesses.”
These boot camps are a part of the agreement
inked between UNDP and Jazz in December 2020
with an aim to promote promising social ventures
that are addressing the country’s developmental
challenges.
So far, these boot camps have trained, mentored, and educated 201 nationwide social enterprises, including 159 female participants. The
programme comprises overall 20 boot camps nationwide by December 2022 targeting close to 800
youngsters and 50percent women participation. n
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PTCL Group revenue increases
by 3.2pc in first quarter of 2022

During the past quarters, PTCL mainly focused on enhancing customer experience by providing the
fastest and the most reliable internet services under its flagship ‘Flash Fiber’ Fiber-To-The-Home
(FTTH) brand. Through an aggressive and robust commercial strategy, PTCL managed to expand its
FTTH services in 27 cities with the capacity enhancement for 125,000 new lines during the past year

P

20

akistan Telecommunication Company Limited (PTCL) has announced its financial results for the quarter ended March 31, 2022,
at its Board of Directors’ meeting held in
Islamabad. During the first quarter of 2022, PTCL
Group successfully managed to keep the topline
growth momentum, which has further strengthened
its market standing as an integrated telecom services
provider in Pakistan. Growth in revenue is mainly
driven by strong performance in the consumer segment led by Fixed Broadband, Mobile Data, Business
Solutions, and Microfinance services that supported
the Group in achieving 3.2percent growth in revenues
over the comparative period despite the challenges of
the increase in Advance Income Tax (AIT) and reduction in Mobile Termination Rates (MTR).
PTCL Group Highlights
• PTCL Group’s revenue of Rs 35.1 billion in Q1,
2022 is 3.2percent higher as compared to the same
period of the last year.
• The Group’s profitability remained under pressure due to a significant hike in power tariffs, devaluation of the Pak Rupee against the US dollar, higher
interest rates, and other factors like upfront costs associated with the acquisition of the 4G spectrum and
related network rollout. The Group has posted a net
loss of Rs 1.6 billion.
• PTCL continued its growth by posting 3.5percent YoY revenue growth in Q1, 2022.
• PTML’s (Ufone) revenue grew by one percent
YoY as compared to Q1, 2021.
• U Bank continued its growth momentum and
has achieved a 13percent growth in its quarterly revenue over the same period of last year.
PTCL Highlights
• PTCL’s revenue of Rs 19.6 billion for the quarter is 3.5percent higher than Q1 2021, mainly driven
by growth in Broadband and Corporate revenue segments.
• The company has posted an operating profit
of Rs 1 billion for the quarter. Operating profit for
the period remained under pressure compared to last
year mainly due to the increase in operating costs on
account of a significant hike in power tariffs.
FAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L

• Net Profit of Rs 1.9 billion for the quarter is
10percent higher as compared to the same period of
the last year. An increase in non-operating income,
due to translation gain on the Company’s forex denominated assets, dividend income from a subsidiary
and gain on disposal of obsolete assets due to upgrade and the fiberization of the network, has helped
turn the 39percent decrease at the level of operating
profit to a 10percent increase at the net profit level.
During the past quarters, PTCL mainly focused
on enhancing customer experience by providing the
fastest and the most reliable internet services under its
flagship ‘Flash Fiber’ Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH)
brand. Through an aggressive and robust commercial strategy, PTCL managed to expand its FTTH
services in 27 cities with the capacity enhancement
for 125,000 new lines during the past year. The rapid
rollout of FTTH and strong performance in the corporate segment ensured PTCL’s topline growth.
PTCL Consumer Business: Steady Performance
In 2022, the company’s Fixed Broadband business grew by 10.4percent YoY, whereas the IPTV segment also showed a 9.3percent growth YoY. Within
the Broadband business, Flash Fiber, the company’s
premium FTTH service, showed significant growth
of 86.6percent. The Company achieved the highest
ever Fixed Broadband sales in Q1, 2022 since 2015.
The voice revenue stream has seen a decline due to
lower voice traffic and continued conversion of customers to OTT services.
PTCL Business Services
The business services segment continued its
momentum and sustained its market leadership in
IP Bandwidth, Cloud, Data Center, and other ICT
services segments. PTCL’s Corporate business grew
by 14.0percent as compared to last year. Within the
Wholesale business segment, carrier revenue grew by
6.6percent but the overall Wholesale segment revenue has declined as a result of the closure of certain
international IP leased circuits. International revenue,
helped by the favourable impact of currency devaluation, has increased by 13.7percent over the last year.
PTCL Business Solutions wing strives to provide
innovative enterprise solutions to accelerate growth
|

through a robust telecommunication infrastructure
and a diverse portfolio of services with enhanced customer experience.
PTML – Ufone Highlights
• Ufone posted a YoY growth of one percent in
topline in Q1 2022 despite challenges of an increase
in Advance Income Tax (AIT) and reduction in Mobile Termination Rates (MTR). Excluding the impact
of these factors, the normalized growth is 5.3percent
as compared to the same period of last year.
• Significant network modernization activity and
rollout of new sites have been carried out in Q1 2022.
• UPower, a flagship customer-centric product,
was launched during the first quarter and has registered a tremendous response from the customers.
With the acquisition of the 4G spectrum, Ufone’s
performance in the data segment has improved
considerably, achieving the highest number of total
data subscribers in the industry during the first two
months of 2022 and continued to increase its share of
new 4G subscriber acquisitions in the industry. With
better data speeds, Ufone has been able to improve
the customer experience for its users across the country. The recent ‘Mobile Networks Benchmark Report
for 2022’ by PTA also declared Ufone as Pakistan’s
best quality Voice and Data Network. Attracting significant attention of mobile users across Pakistan,
the launch of UPower has resulted in substantial
subscriptions to the product. UPower gives its users
the freedom to choose from various voice and data
bundles tailored to their needs.
U Bank Highlights
U Bank, the microfinance and branchless banking
subsidiary of PTCL continued its growth trajectory
and has achieved 13percent growth in its revenue.
The bank grew its funding book to Rs 90 billion by
leveraging its deposit and corporate finance arms,
which is in line with the bank’s ambition to maintain
its superior liquidity position. Major strategic initiatives undertaken by the bank include venturing into
the low-cost housing loans, Islamic Banking space,
and international remittances. The bank plans to invest in technology to make the most of the opportunities available on the digital banking front. n
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vivo’s latest Y33T Smartphone
launched in Pakistan

Technically, Snapdragon 680 features a 6nm process, which significantly reduces
energy consumption compared to the predecessor’s 11nm process. LPDDR4x delivers
higher memory recall and cache speed, while UFS 2.1 realizes faster reading and writing
and supports deep defragmentation. The features have come together to offer you a
carefree entertainment experience.

v

ivo, the leading global technology brand,
announced the launch of the newest member under the umbrella of its Y series named
vivo Y33T in Pakistan. With the launch of
Y33T, vivo has advanced its vision of serving the
youth with ‘feature-rich smartphones’ with meaningful and consumer centric innovation under the
budget-friendly category.
With a strong 50MP rear camera, the Y33T
exudes ultra-modern style. It also has a 5000mAh
battery that is super-powerful and long-lasting, and
it supports 18W Fast Charge, which charges quickly and supports fast-moving users. In comparison
to its predecessors, the Y33T is a strong player with
a Snapdragon 680 Processor (6nm) that allows
consumers to run more apps without latency or
system lag.
With an advanced camera packed in a
thin8.0mm elegant frame, the Y33T has been designed to improve the lives of the young, modern,
and ‘on the go’ generation, who are looking for a
smart gadget with cutting-edge capabilities to help
them achieve their goals and meet their daily expectations. With exceptional precision, the all-new
50MP* rear camera sensor redefines the benchmark for high-definition photography.
Advanced
Camera
for
Unparalleled
Photography
Featuring the user-oriented innovation of vivo
and the outstanding expertise in mobile imaging,
Y33T offers an advanced photography experience
with a 50MP Rear Camera*. The smartphone
beautifully captures life’s best moments with utmost clarity, precision, sharpness whether in zoom
frame or in crop frame.
Furthermore, vivo Y33T brings 16MP Super
Night Selfie to clearly capture the beauty of night
lights and selfies in HD along with vivo’s specially
created bokeh algorithm which optimises the background to make it look very natural and glamorous.
The Super Night Selfie in 16 MP Front camera
provides confidence of looking radiant all day long
using the Super Night Mode noise reduction technology and Smart Screen Flash to light up your
FAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L

face against a background that is rich in detail for
clear and natural results. Additionally, the phone
comes studded with Super Macro Camera, Personalized Portrait Mode and Super HDR to make the
best use of the camera in every scenario.
Long-Lasting Battery for A Powerful Performance
The vivo Y33T harnesses the power, connectivity, and speed that can satisfy contemporary highend smartphone users, who demand exceptional
device performance. vivo Y33T runs on the Snapdragon 680 Processor (6nm) which boasts a large
core with a CPU speed as high as 2.4GHz and is
complemented by an Adreno 610 GPU clocking
up to 1.1GHz, allowing users to view graphics faster in higher quality with stronger performance.

Starry Gold Elegant Design
featuring 50MP Rear Camera,
8GB+4GB Extended RAM
technology and massive battery
of 5000mAh along with 18W
Fast Charge
Technically, Snapdragon 680 features a 6nm
process, which significantly reduces energy consumption compared to the predecessor’s 11nm
process. LPDDR4x delivers higher memory recall
and cache speed, while UFS 2.1 realizes faster
reading and writing and supports deep defragmentation. The features have come together to
offer you a carefree entertainment experience.
Taking a leap in ensuring a strong battery life,
vivo’s Y33T uses a 5000mAh Battery* advanced
by 18W Fast Charge* that powers up the smartphone in no time, helping users make full use of
the large battery capacity and enjoy efficient energy management.
Y33T is equipped with an Extended RAM
2.0*, with an 8GB memory. In general words, up
to 4GB* of idle ROM space can be used as extend|

ed RAM to ensure that switching between apps
and a smooth download experience. The Extended RAM feature significantly benefits users to run
their favourite apps without any lags. It does not
end there. The smartphone also offers a massive
128GB ROM* powered by the Snapdragon 680
Processor Furthermore, the updated Multi-Turbo
5.0, Ultra Game Mode, Funtouch OS 12 provide
users delightfully simple and practical invigorating user experience and more immersive gaming
experience.
Ultra-Modern Design to Uplift the Style
Game
This is a slender phone with a 2.5D flat frame
in an 8.0mm thin body. It is a piece of lightweight
technology that offers a premium and comfortable hold to users. The rear cameras are elegantly
organized into vivo’s signature Dual-Tone Step
design pattern, inviting you to explore the powerful imaging technologies within the phone. The
minimal design aesthetic puts users at the forefront of fashion.
Y33T has a 6.58-inch FHD+ In cell display
that offers bright colors and vivid details which
automatically enhances the viewing experience
and videos streaming. Users can now enjoy unwavering clarity from movies to games and protection for your eyes with a built-in blue light
filter. Interestingly, Y33T carries a special Eye
Protection Mode* that, when switched on, filters
out harmful blue light to prevent eye strain for the
user. With Y33T, the users can enjoy unwavering
clarity from movies to games and protection for
their eyes with a built-in blue light filter.
Price and availability
Available in Starry Gold color, Y33T can now
be purchased across Pakistan for Rs. 39,999 only.
vivo offers a one-year warranty for Y33T along
with 15 days free replacement and 6 months warranty for accessories. vivo Y33T is duly approved
by Pakistan Telecommunications Authority and
supports all mobile networks in Pakistan. Zong
customers can also get 12GB Free Mobile Internet by using their 4G SIM card in Slot 1 (2GB
Internet / month for 6 months). n
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TECNO holds Valuable Partner
Meeting 2022 in Lahore

Kelvin Zeng, CEO of TECNO Mobile Pakistan thanked all the participants for joining and shared
insights into the next plans. He shared: “Thanks to our partners for their work and I hope for a
successful 2022 for everyone. We started with mid-range and budget-friendly devices in Pakistan,
but are now aiming for the higher budget segments with our Camon and Phantom series

T

22

he globally eminent smartphone brand,
TECNO held a splendid Valuable Partners Meeting 2022 at Faletti’s Hotel, Lahore. The event unveiled TECNO’s new
Spark 8C smartphone and rewards for the best Master Dealers (MD) of the fourth quarter (Q4) 2021.
Many marketing dealers, media persons, and tech
experts joined the event.
The event was arranged by TECNO to join
hands with and lead the market in Pakistan towards
greater technologies. The new Spark 8C was also
officially unveiled and unboxed by Tech YouTuber. Bilal Munir from Video Wali Sarkar also participated.
TECNO gave away a net worth of USD 200,000
gifts among the MDs at this event. The Rewards for
the best MDs of Q4 2021 included Special Gifts for
all, Motorbikes (51), Thailand Tour (36), Luxury
Europe Tour (22), Loyal UK Tour (5), and Business
Cars (10).
Adeel Tahir, Sales Director of TECNO Mobile
Pakistan shared some insightful knowledge regarding the New Plan and Sale Strategy of 2022 with
the audience. He said: “We thank all our partners
for being with us in our journey and (we are) trying
to expand more in 2022. We are now one of the Top
50 Chinese Cross-border Brands, also China’s TOP
FAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L

500 Private Enterprises, and have become one of
the Top Influential Chinese Overseas Brands in no
time. In Pakistan, we recently received the Brand of
the Year Award 2021 for being the Fastest Growing
Brand of the Year.
As Camon 18 in Pakistan exceeded 200percent,
(is) getting the No.1 position globally, we are aiming
for the High-end and Flagship market by launching Camon 19 and Phantom in Pakistan soon.
Moreover, we have established a TRANSSION

The event was arranged by
TECNO to join hands with and
lead the market in Pakistan
towards greater technologies.
The new Spark 8C was also
officially unveiled and unboxed
at the event
Pakistan Manufacturing Centre, a joint venture
of Pakistan and China to manufacture 49percent
of its mobile phones in Pakistan in the coming
years.”
|

He also added: “We shall be working more
to improve the product experience, especially in
design +OS; establish the brand image of ‘professional imaging’, ‘stylish design’ and ‘surprise experience’. Also, with our shop coverage increased
to 96percent across Pakistan, we’ll invest marketing budget in Camon and focus on shared improvement and countless other BTL investments.”
Furthermore, Kelvin Zeng, CEO of TECNO
Mobile Pakistan, thanked all the participants for
joining and shared insights on the next plans. He
shared: “Thanks to our partners for their work
and I hope for a successful 2022 for everyone. We
started with mid-range and budget-friendly devices in Pakistan, but are now aiming for the higher
budget segments with our Camon and Phantom
series. You’ll soon be able to get your hands on
our Camon 19 and the latest Phantom phone in
Pakistan. We believe in mutually growing so our
success is in the success of our partners.”
In the end, a lucky draw was held for all the
event participants, where people won gifts such as
LEDs, Motor Bike, and TECNO Phones. There
was also a musical segment arranged by TECNO.
The UK Sahara band performed taking the event
to another level with their lively and energetic performances. n
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PPO, the leading global smart device
brand has launched its highly anticipated
smartphone under the highly adored ‘F’
series, the OPPO F21 Pro. The fantastic
OPPO F21 Pro offers a spectacular design and flagship level camera system coupled with the country’s
first ever Sony IMX709 ultra-sensing selfie sensor, as
well as the first and only Microlens feature for immersive photography experience.
The Selfie expert and leader, OPPO launched its
hero smartphone, the OPPO F21 Pro in Lahore recently. The event was hosted by celebrity host Ayesha

Omar. The event was a glitzy affair attended by media fraternity including socialites, celebrities and
bloggers. Mahira Khan and Fawad Khan who were
appointed as the brand ambassadors of OPPO, unveiled the phone as the early experiencers of OPPO
F21 Pro, and they shared how the phone conforms
to their personality and lifestyle and how the youth
can experience the joyous journey with this phone.
Speaking on the occasion, CEO of OPPO Pakistan Authorized Exclusive Distributor, Mr. George
Long, commented, “OPPO, the Selfie expert and
leader, has been constantly making waves in the

FARHAT ALI

smartphone industry with the latest technology,
product features and appealing campaigns. The new
OPPO F21 Pro is a star in the smartphone world
which caters to a diverse customer base. This is a
great phone for selfie enthusiasts and photography
aficionados - but that’s not all. The phone is equipped
with many other features that makes it powerful, encased in a sleek, retro sunset fiber-glass leatherette
design. This year we partnered with the country’s
most loved duo ‘Mahira Khan’ and ‘Fawad Khan’ as
the ideal fit for a product that matches their personality like no other.”

24
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bdul Samad, 34, a Foodpanda rider in
Karachi was hit by a car while making
a delivery and ended up at the hospital
with a fractured leg. But the insurance
offered to him by Foodpanda could barely cover
his medical expenses and he said the company refused to pay the three-week compensation it promises to riders in case of accidents. Samad has been
going without any other source of income for the
last four months while he is unable to work due to
his injury.
On March 11, he joined thousands of other
disgruntled Foodpanda delivery workers in Karachi who went on strike demanding fair wages and
better working conditions, bringing the app’s operations in the middle of a weekend rush to a halt.
The workers’ grievances were numerous, including
a recently made cut by the company in some delivery rates. Samad is also a member of Karachi’s
Foodpanda Riders’ Union.
“Almost every quarter, the company reduces
its rate per delivery,” an entrepreneur associated
with the food tech industry told this scribe. They
requested anonymity for this article out of fear of
reprisal from Foodpanda. “What this means is that
riders continue to earn the same amount of money
per hour, but have to put in more work.”
The strike was the latest in a line of troubles for
Foodpanda in Pakistan, a country it counts among
its “high-growth markets.” The company is also
dealing with a management reshuffle and a probe
by Pakistan’s competition watchdog.
These problems could be particularly worrisome for Foodpanda, which claims to be Asia’s
largest food delivery firm, as it is having a tough
time in several other Asian countries, including
Myanmar, Thailand, and Hong Kong. After being
acquired by Ola, the company exited India, and
its parent, a German multinational food-delivery
giant, Delivery Hero, pulled out of Japan last December.
Foodpanda did not respond to this scribe’s request for comment about its ‘troubles’ in Pakistan.
Foodpanda has dominated Pakistan’s delivery
space for nearly a decade, acquiring its main local
rival, EatOye, in 2015. According to the entrepreneur quoted above, Foodpanda currently holds a
99percent share of Pakistan’s food delivery market.
But in February, Foodpanda Pakistan’s longtime CEO NaumanSikandarMirza stepped down
to “pursue other passions.” Mirza, who served as
CEO for nearly seven years, is widely considered
the mastermind behind the company’s success so
far. Foodpanda has currently appointed a temporary managing director for Pakistan, as it scouts for
Mirza’s replacement.
According to food and lifestyle blogger Zain
Awan, who operates a Foodpanda “home kitchen,” which allows home chefs to sell their products
on the app, the platform isn’t as lucrative as it once
was. Foodpanda has decreased the delivery radius
in Pakistan because it doesn’t have enough riders
to meet the demand, Awan said. This means he is
now unable to sell his food beyond a one-kilometre
distance, resulting in lower sales.
Also, even as the company has decreased riders’
commissions, Awan said, it continues to charge a
35percent cut on its sales. “If Foodpanda has decreased the amount they pay their riders, why are
they still taking hefty commissions from home
chefs and restaurant owners?” he posed.
Foodpanda has stumbled in neighbouring India
as well. In 2017, Foodpanda unceremoniously sold
its India business to ride-hailing firm Ola, after
struggling to compete with local rivals Zomato and
Swiggy. Ola shut the business – which was reportedly riddled with issues like fake restaurant listings
and technical glitches – around 18 months after the
acquisition.
In Myanmar, its riders were on strike for nearly
a week in March this year, after the company started cutting their fees without prior notice. In Thailand, Foodpanda faced a consumer boycott in the
summer of 2021, after it said, it would fire a rider
who had participated in the pro-democracy movement. And in November 2021, hundreds of riders
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Foodpanda future
bleak in Pakistan
after India

Foodpanda has stumbled in neighbouring India as well. In
2017, Foodpanda unceremoniously sold its India business to
ride-hailing firm Ola, after struggling to compete with local
rivals Zomato and Swiggy. Ola shut the business – which was
reportedly riddled with issues like fake restaurant listings and
technical glitches – around 18 months after the acquisition
in Hong Kong went on a two-day strike after the
company reduced their commissions. Meanwhile,
in December, just over a year after entering Japan,
Delivery Hero decided to pull out, citing increased
competition and a shortage of drivers.

From a riders’ strike to
leadership churn, Foodpanda’s
Pakistan dream run is under
threat at a time when it’s facing
hurdles in several Asian
markets.
At least in the short-term, labour struggles will
not significantly affect either Foodpanda’s growth
in Asia or Delivery Hero’s status and market capitalization, according to Niels van Doorn, principal
investigator of the Platform Labour research project. “This is because the company can afford to cut
prices and largely ignore the ensuing strikes/protests, as it knows there are plenty of workers who
will still accept and complete deliveries. As long
as these protests do not scale, they have nothing to
worry about in terms of daily operations,” he said
Nonetheless, worker unrest in multiple markets
is a clear signal that all is not well with the gig economy, said Mark Graham, director at Fairwork, an
|

Oxford Internet Institute research initiative. “The
widespread reporting of low pay, dangerous [working] conditions and unfair management practices
shows that the sector, left to itself, is rarely going
to ensure [that] even basic standards of fair work
are met,” he said. “Because companies are rarely
stepping up, we need regulators too.”
According to industry experts, Foodpanda will
likely remain the dominant food delivery platform
in Pakistan, mainly because there are no other options in the market. “A first-mover advantage and
ability to kill competition has ensured its survival,”
said economist Ammar Habib Khan. “Albeit at
the cost of suppressed wages, and ever compressed
timelines, which are difficult to humanely manage
in a country where infrastructure is mediocre at
best.” But the company operates under the looming fear of regulatory challenges.
In July 2021, the Competition Commission of
Pakistan initiated an inquiry against Foodpanda
after receiving multiple complaints of antitrust
abuse, exorbitant commissions, and discriminatory pricing. These practices, according to the complaints, were creating barriers for new companies
hoping to enter the food delivery industry in Pakistan.
The strike in Karachi was called off within
two days, but Foodpanda Riders’ Union gave the
company a 14-day ultimatum to resolve their complaints. As of March 20, the Riders’ Union had not
heard back from the company’s management. n
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ecently, a seminar was organized by the
newly formed RekoDiqdefence campaign
in Quetta Press Club (Balochistan). The
seminar had the presence of a number of
journalists, intellectuals, civil society members, politicians, representatives of the Human Rights Commission and others who all voiced their discontent
over the RekoDiq deal and the closed-door meeting
between Pakistan and a Canadian mining corporation called Barrick Gold. The speakers of the seminar said the people of Balochistan had every right to
know the details of the deal signed as it had not been
made public by the government of Pakistan so far.
They demanded disclosing all details of the agreement to the Baloch people. After signing and revival
of the project, now the ousted PM Pakistan Imran
Khan took to his Twitter account to say, “RD will
potentially be the largest gold and copper mine in
the world. It will liberate us from crippling debt and
usher in a new era of development and prosperity.”
Soon after the announcement of the deal’s revival
and the tweet, the people of Balochistan started to
vehemently oppose the closed-door meeting on mining and the signing of the deal.
As opposed to the deal the “RekoDiq Defense
Campaign” was launched at the University of Balochistan by the Baloch leader and former senator
LashkariRaisani and many other political workers
and politicians. They held a seminar where the former Chief Minister of BalochistanNawabAslamRaisani stated that “Imran Khan has said that the Pakistani state will use revenue generated from RekoDiq
to pay back Pakistan’s borrowings. But we need to
first understand the extent of the loans that have
been taken over the last 70 years and how much of
that amount has been spent on Balochistan. We will
surely see that Balochistanhas nothing to do with
these loans.” He further left a message by saying that
it is the collective responsibility of the people of Balochistan to resist this “type of fake political process
to save our future.”
One of the speakers said, “Only the people ofBalochistan have the right to make any deal on the
resources of Balochistan”. Addressing the seminar, Rashid Karim Baloch, the Deputy Organizer
of the National Democratic Party also said: “…
it is alleged that people of Balochistan are against
the development process but the reality is, we are
against exploitation (and) not real development.” He
further added, “RekoDiq belongs to the people of
Balochistan and only they have the first rights on it.
The people of Balochistan must unite to raise voice
against the exploitation of Baloch resources.”

DrIshaqBaloch, the Vice President of The National Party, said: “RekoDiq mine is a very important natural resource reserve of Balochistan, however, the agreements around it have been manipulated
since the beginning. Therefore, the public now need
to know all details around the new variations of this
agreement”. He said many aspects of RekoDiq deal
FAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L

with Barrick Gold are still undercovered and Balochistan is not aware “of the details of the agreement.”
President of Balochistan Bar Council, RahibBulaidi, said that “details of RekoDiq’s resources, its
excavations processes, and accountability mechanism are all vague. The violation of court orders and
constitution are alarming”. He added that the state
never bothered to take the bar councils into confidence vis-à-vis RekoDiq.

DrMahrang voiced that Baloch have been misled in the past for the extortion of their resources but
this time round any cosmetic increase in percentages
will not dupe them. Meanwhile, a Central Executive Committee member of the Balochistan National
Party-Mengal (BNP-M) called on unit secretaries,
deputy secretaries and councillors to stage a protest
in front of the Quetta Press Club against the deal
reached between Pakistan and the Barrick Gold mining company on a framework that provided for the
development of RekoDiq mine.
The RekoDiq mine is situated near RekoDiq
town in Chagai district of Balochistan. This site is
one of the largest undeveloped gold and copper deposits in the world, which has a capacity of produc-

Soon after the announcement
of the deal’s revival and the
tweet, the people of Balochistan
started to vehemently oppose
the closed-door meeting on
mining and the signing of
the deal
ing 250,000-ounce gold and 200,000 tons of copper
annually for more than half a century. The Tethyan
Copper company — of which the Canadian gold
firm Barrick and Chile’s Antofagasta Mineral control
37.5percent each — had found vast gold and copper deposit at RekoDiq. In 2011 this open-pit mine
project came to a halt after the local government denied renewing the lease with Tethyan Copper and it
was declared invalid in 2013. Further, in 2019 the
World Bank’s arbitration tribunal committee levied
a penalty on Pakistan for “unlawful denial of mining” and declared that Islamabad had violated the
Pakistan Bilateral Investment Treaty and awarded $6
billion, plus interest, against Pakistan and payable to
Tethyan Copper Company Limited.
However, now Barrick, the Canadian mining
company, has ended its dispute after holding multiple meetings and negotiations with Islamabad. An
out of court settlement has been announced by the
Pakistani officials. Islamabad on 20 March 2022
awarded the development contract of the RekoDiq
project to Barrick Gold while the penalty of $11 billion, i.e. with interest imposed on Pakistan by the
World Bank tribunal was dropped. It is estimated
that the company will invest multi-billion dollars in
RekoDiq project in Balochistan. With the successful
out of court settlement of a long-standing dispute,
Barrick will once again be looking after the project
with a full-fledged mining lease and the RekoDiq
project shall be revived and developed in partnership
with Pakistani entities. The groundbreaking partnership agreement among Barrick, the federal government of Pakistan and the provincial government of
|

Balochistan should unlock the enormous value of
RekoDiq, one of the world’s largest undeveloped
copper and gold deposits.
Meanwhile, a statement issued to TLT quoted
President and Chief Executive of Barrick Gold Corporation, Mark Bristow as saying on an investor call
that the project represented a unique mining opportunity, which would be a major addition to Barrick’s
Tier One1 asset base, while also bringing significant
economic and social benefits to Pakistan and Balochistan.
“The agreement in principle recently reached
between the parties provides for the reconstitution
and restart of the project, which has been on hold
since 2011. It will be operated and owned 50percent
by Barrick, 25percent by Pakistani state-owned enterprises and 25percent by the government of Balochistan. The company has similar partnerships in
other countries which have proved to be catalysts in
developing local economies.” Bristow said following
the finalization of the underlying agreements, legalization and closing, Barrick would update the 2010
feasibility study.
“RekoDiq’s fundamentals have not changed materially since then. Subject to the updated feasibility, it
is still envisaged as a conventional open pit and milling operation producing a high-quality copper-gold
concentrate. We are planning a two-phase construction approach, starting with an approximately 40
million tonne per annum plant, which could be doubled within five years. The staged development will
optimize returns, manage upfront capital, lower execution risk and bring forward production and cash
flows in the long run. If all goes according to plan,
we anticipate the first production in five to six years’
time,” he said.
“Offering a unique combination of large
scale, low strip and good grade, RekoDiq will be a
multi-generational mine, with a life of at least 40
years. The contemplated mine plan is based on four
porphyry deposits within our land package and our
exploration licence area holds additional deposits
with future upside potential.”
Noting that since 2010 there had been
game-changing technological advances in renewable
energy alternatives, some of which are particularly
well-suited to the area, Bristow said a Barrick team
was already assessing various solar, wind and battery
configurations to maximize the mine’s renewable
power generation. This could also deliver a range of
economic and operational benefits.

The development of RekoDiq will make Balochistan the largest recipient of foreign investment in Pakistan. During peak construction periods, the project
is expected to employ 7,500 people and once in production will create about 4,000 long-term jobs. Barrick’s policy of prioritizing local employment and
suppliers will have a positive downstream impact on
the local economy. n
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Citizens consuming
highly substandard,
hazardous milk

Boric acid causes nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, kidney damage,
acute failure of the circulatory system and even death. Benzoic
acid produces adverse effects such as asthma, urticarial,
metabolic acidosis and convulsions in sensitive persons

M

30

ost of the milk from production to
ultimate consumption in Pakistan is
marketed under the traditional pattern, whereby informal channels are
directly involved in unethical activities of adulteration. The emergence of these activities renders the
milk unwholesome and inferior in quality which may
create health hazards for consumers. In this regard,
300 market milk samples from different marketing
channels in three urban cities (Karachi, Islamabad
and Lahore) were screened for various adulterants.
Among all three urban cities the extent of water in
market milk samples was found comparatively high
and with salicylic acid at the low ratio, with detergent at the second top followed, in different degrees,
by rice flour, cane sugar, starch, caustic soda, sodium
chloride, formalin, skimmed milk powder, urea, hydrogen peroxide, vegetable oil, glucose, ammonium
sulfate, boric acid, arrowroot, ghee, sorbitol and hypochlorite.
Among the top five dairy hubs of the globe; after India, the USA and China, Pakistan is at the 4th
position followed by Brazil. The present milk production of the country is 56.080 million tons a day,
wherein the foremost milk contributors are buffalos,
cows and cattle. The country is naturally blessed with
high yielding buffalos and cattle breeds namely, Nilli
Ravi, Kundhi and AzaKheli buffalos and Red Sindhi, Sahiwal cattle which contributes about 95percent
to the total milk production.
In the province of Punjab milk is consumed as
fresh, boiled, in powder and in processed form like
tetra pack, yoghurt, ghee, lassi, butter, cheese, ice
cream, sweets and other confectioneries. Although,
milk is rich in food value and supplies nutrients like
good quality proteins, fat, carbohydrates, vitamins
FAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L

and minerals in a significant amount than any other
single food.
Unfortunately in Pakistan, its production and
distribution systems are still very traditional and underdeveloped. Out of the total milk production in the
country, only 3-5percent of milk is marketed through
formal channels and the remaining 95-97percent
is marketed in raw form by informal agents in the
marketing chain. These informal agents are directly
involved in the unethical activities of milk adulteration.
Milk dealers dilute the milk with extraneous
water to increase the quantity of milk and extract
valuable components like milk fat in terms of cream
from whole milk to sell them separately to maximize
their profit margin. In order to reform the milk as
natural, they use thickening agents like starch, rice
flour, arrowroot and/or constitutional agents like
glucose, cane sugar, sodium salts, urea etc. They also
use other adulterants to mask the influence of extraneous water on the physicochemical, nutritional and
sensory qualities of adulterated milk. For instance,
detergents have been found used as emulsifiers that
enhance the cosmetic nature of water diluted milk.
Detergents also act as surfactants which help foreign
fat or vegetable oil to blend or mix up in the water
and produce foaming properties in milk to mask the
water adulteration. Calcium thioglycolate or Potassium thioglycolate and urea are added for whitening
of milk, and to maintain the protein level. Only a
few grams of urea are sufficient to bring milk into
its original state. Urea is also known to be added to
the milk to enhance its heat stability; vegetable oil or
mobil oil is also admixed in milk to increase the fat
level. The sodium salt is added to water-diluted milk
to enhance the ash level and to bring it to specific
|
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gravity.
This intentional approach of addition of inferior substances to milk to extend its shelf life results
into health hazards as it may contain various pathogens and toxic chemicals. For example, milk may
deteriorate through microbial contamination which
generally results from the addition of contaminated water, which may cause highly fatal diseases like
Hepatitis, Polio, and Tuberculosis etc. Carbonate in
milk may produce gastrointestinal problems including gastric ulcers, diarrhea, colon ulcers and electrolytes disturbance. While hydrogen peroxide disturbs
the antioxidants in the body and disturbs the natural
immunity system, hence increasing ageing factors. A
high level of sodium chloride/salt in the milk disturbs the acid-base balance and blood pH in the body
and the addition of ammonia/urea in the milk may
cause regression, loss of acquired immunity, kidney
problems and sensory disturbances. Formalin causes
vomiting, diarrhea and abdominal pain. It also affects the optic nerves and causes blindness and is one
of the potent carcinogens. Boric acid causes nausea,
vomiting, diarrhea, kidney damage, acute failure of
the circulatory system and even death. Benzoic acid
produces adverse effects such as asthma, urticarial,
metabolic acidosis and convulsions in sensitive persons. Moreover, melamine an industrial chemical is
also used in milk adulteration and its contamination
in milk causes urinary tract problems in infants and
children. Unfortunately, due to unorganized and
non-regulated marketing systems, the milk supplied

The country is naturally blessed
with high yielding buffalos and
cattle breeds namely Nilli Ravi,
Kundhi and AzaKheli buffalos
and Red Sindhi, Sahiwal cattle
which contribute about 95percent of the total milk production
to consumers is very crucial and hardly be termed
wholesome in the country. Thus in the present investigation, the study area was scattered to urban cities
of Pakistan, which were structured on the milk marketing and consumption basis whereby milk samples
from different intermediaries involved in milk marketing in each zone were screened for adulteration.
In the latest crackdown against the milk suppliers, the Punjab Food Authority (PFA) officials
wasted away thousands of litres of milk, contaminated with chemicals and water during a raid on 10
vehicles containing 29,545 litres of milk for supply
to different local shops in the Rawalpindi region, informed the PFA director general (DG). The Authority, while launching a massive operation against milk
adulteration, placed screening checks on the motorway toll plaza near Rawalpindi, and imposed fines
against drivers of vehicles carrying adulterated milk,
which was drained away. The DG said that PFA is
making efforts in collaboration with other departments to curb the sale of adulterated milk. He said
dairy teams of the PFA are regularly taking samples
for screening tests on packed milk as well as loose
milk to ensure the availability of adulteration-free
milk in Punjab.
According to a statement issued by DG Food
Authority, Rifaqat Ali, the Authority held a crackdown carried out at Bahisti Pull of Rashidabad,
Shah Jamal and Jhang Road, some five kilometres
away from the district, to check the quality of milk
being supplied to the city.
The statement further read the vehicles carrying a
large quantity of ghee manufactured by well-known
millers were also intercepted at Jhang road and from
there the ghee sample being tested were found below
the standards fixed for quality. Similarly, a water filtration plant was ordered to be closed following the
detection of an increased level of arsenic in the liquid.
The official vowed to continue action against
adulteration unabated until quality products are ensured in the markets. n
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Islamic banking
thriving with assets
surpassing Rs5trillion

he State Bank
market operations, iii)
of
Pakistan
development of trans(SBP) said the
action structure of GoP
Islamic Bankdomestic IjarahSukuk
ing Industry (IBI) had
for fresh issuance(s)
recorded the “highest
and,
its
re-opening
ever growth” in Pakistan
thereafter with multiple
as its assets surpassed
assets; iv) issuance of
the Rs5 trillion mark to
Shariah-compliant regureach Rs5,577 billion
lations for the lender of
with the highest ever
the last resort facility, v)
increase of Rs1,308 bilissuance of instructions
lion.
on Shariah non-comA portion of the
pliance risk managedemand for banking
ment instructions; vi)
services in Pakistan is
strengthening of Sharifaith-sensitive and there
ah governance mechais a large market for Shanism, and vii) numerous
riah-compliant services.
initiatives for awareness
Over the years, the Iscreation for the generlamic banking industry
al public and capacihas established a strong
ty building of relevant
footing and gained a sizstakeholders.
able share of the bankMeanwhile, Moody’s
ing industry.
has opined that the IsTwenty-two Islamic
lamic finance sector, an
banking institutions curintegral part of Pakirently operate in Pakistan’s National Finanstan: five Islamic banks
cial Inclusion Strategy
and 17 conventional
(NFIS), will continue to
banks with standalone
grow in 2022.
Islamic banking branchA report issued by
es.
Moody’s said that ac“The Islamic Bankcording to the enhanced
ing Industry (IBI) has
NFIS targets, the govreached a new peak
ernment of Pakistan
during CY21 (Calendar
and the State Bank of
Year 2021) as its assets
Pakistan (SBP) target an
surpassed the 5 trillion
Islamic banking market
mark to reach Rs5,577
share of 25percent by
billion with the highest
2023 from 17percent in
ever increase of Rs1,308
2020.
billion, whereas deposThe report noted that
its reached Rs4,211 billion
the government and cenThe growth in deposits is also owed to the fact that the
with an increase of Rs822
tral bank are also supportbillion,” the central bank availability of Islamic banking services increased in the country ing the sector by introducsaid in its report.
a Shariah-compliant
with the addition of 500 new Islamic banking branches. The ing
The report said, in the
regulatory framework and
last calendar year, the Isadopting the Accounting
total number of branches now stands at 3,956 across 125
lamic Banking Industry
and Auditing Organisadistricts, which is around 25percent of the total number of tion for Islamic Financial
grew by 30.6percent while
deposits increased by
Institutions
(AAOIFI)
commercial bank branches in the country
24.2percent.
Shariah standard.
“The increase in assets
With regards to the
ly with a sizable share of 38percent to the total
of IBI was driven by both
global Islamic finance infinancing to the private and public sector and in- amount disbursed. Similarly, under the flagship dustry, the report predicted that the accelerating
vestments in Shariah-compliant securities,” the initiative of Mera Pakistan MeraGhar, a financing economic recovery, higher oil prices and interest
facility to promote affordable housing, the share rate hikes to have mixed implications for the Iscentral bank added.
The growth in deposits is also owed to the fact of IBI has been 49percent in total disbursements lamic finance industry in 2022. It said the Islamic
that the availability of Islamic banking services in- and 58percent in the total approved amount of fi- finance sector is set to continue growing in 2022 as
creased in the country with the addition of 500 nancing. In the case of Roshan Digital Account, the accelerating economic recovery brightens the
new Islamic banking branches. The total number Islamic Banks have been able to attract sizable outlook for credit growth despite challenges from
of branches now stands at 3,956 across 125 dis- investments to Islamic Naya Pakistan Certificates a rise in interest rates and the decline in the sukuk
tricts, which is around 25percent of the total num- (INPCs) with a share of 46percent of the total in- issuance amid higher oil prices. The global growth
flows under NPCs.
ber of commercial bank branches in the country.
in the assets of the Islamic banks will also con“State Bank has also been recognized as the
tinue to outperform their conventional peers this
best Central Bank of 2021 across the world in
year, the rating agency said. Strong fundamentals
The report said, in the last
promoting Islamic finance by the Islamic Finance
are also expected to drive the expansion of assets
calendar year, the Islamic
News (IFN), an arm of RED money Group, Maunder management for the Islamic funds industry.
laysia. Previously, SBP was bestowed with this
However, the sukuk issuance, which was reduced
Banking Industry grew by
coveted award for the years 2015, 2017, 2018, and
in 2021, is expected to decline further in 2022.
2020,” the report read.
“The economic recovery in key Islamic finance
30.6percent while deposits
It would be pertinent to mention here that
markets will boost credit growth and demand for
increased by 24.2percent
IBI has been playing a significant role in the imShariah-compliant products and we expect Islamplementation of various measures taken in the
ic banks’ asset growth to continue to outperform
Islamic banking has been witnessing robust their conventional peers,” said Ashraf Madani,
wake of the Covid19 pandemic and several other
key initiatives to promote financing for low-cost growth over the years on the back of SBP’s lead- a vice president at Moody’s. “At the same time,
housing and SMEs and digitization. During the ing role in creating a conducive environment for we expect higher oil prices will lead to the lower
Covid19 pandemic, SBP introduced Temporary the expansion of the Islamic banking industry. It Sukuk issuance in 2022.”
Economic Refinance Facility (TERF) – a conces- remained an important pillar of SBP’s strategy to
Sukuk issuance dropped in 2021 after five consionary refinance facility aimed at promoting in- promote financial inclusion in the country. Key secutive years of growth. It declined 12percent to
vestment in both new and expansion and/or Bal- initiatives taken by SBP during CY21 include: i) $181 billion amid lower sovereign funding needs
ancing, Modernization and Replacement (BMR) issuance of the 3rd five-year strategic plan 2021-25 as higher oil prices boosted revenue, particularly
that has been highly appreciated by the business for the Islamic banking Industry providing a road- in the GCC states. The majority of issuance last
community. In the disbursement of financing un- map and headline targets; ii) introduction of Sha- year, nearly $128 billion, had long-term maturities
der TERF, the IBI also contributed significant- riah-compliant standing ceiling facility and open of more than one year, according to the report. n
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ven a child could realise the tenebrous
sign of harassment but he or she may not
know how to react to it or raise a voice
for safety. Fear, confusion and weakness
may gag their voice that will only sharpen the
teeth of the offender. The curse of harassment and
abuse of the gentle sex begins from the individual and travels safely from one victim to another.
That’s how personal stories breed everywhere in
society, regardless of class differences. Victims can
be anyone and the offenders can be everywhere.
The main factors
which are scaling
up the number of
offenders are assorted fear and lack of
knowledge about an
institutional framework to protect the
marginalised strata;
the fear of being
segregated by society, the fear of separation from cheerful
companions,
and
the fear to face the
strange behaviour of parents and relatives. This
fear brings resentment to every heart, no matter
how old the victim is. A middle-class girl begins
her practical journey after her long and expensive
educational process; enters into a job to raise her
economic status and outshine herself in her own
eyes and before her parents. It is not always a matter of bread and butter; it can encompass self-esteem, self-recognition and self-respect. She enters
the working place with a promising, confident and
self-structured personality. The journey begins
with a restless schedule and no rewards by the end
of the month except the salary, that in many cas-

Protection against
harassment of
women at workplace

Blackmailing starts with her acceptance and such sort of
blackmailing tactics are everywhere in different forms. There
was a dire need for some strong institutional restraints,
restrictions, hammers, rules, laws and a resounding voice by
the civil society for working women’s protection
She said that her office is an autonomous,
quasi-judicial, statutory body working under the
ambit of Act No-IV of 2010, for the protection
against harassment at the workplace. The federal
government has also given the authority of deciding the cases related to the inheritance of women
to the federal ombudswoman office through The
es, may not be more than the monthly fare. After
Enforcement of Women’s Property Rights Act,
three or four months, the burden doubles and a
2020. FOSPAH is empowered to protect and seday approaches with an offer. This is the moment
cure the legal ownership rights of women in propshe visualizes herself in a better position with him
erties inherited or owned by her. This federal instior saying goodbye to this job and searching for antution is also empowered under the “Enforcement
other.
of Women’s Property Rights Act 2020” to deal
Blackmailing starts with her acceptance and
with all complaints related to women’s property
such sort of blackmailing tactics are everywhere
rights including movable or immovable property.
in difference forms. There
The aggrieved woman or
was a dire need for some
anybody,
on her behalf,
strong institutional re- “Nothing in the world is ever
can file a complaint at FOstraints, restrictions, hamcompletely wrong. Even a
SPAH. The ombudsman
mers, rules, laws and a
can even take suomotoresounding civil society stopped clock is right twice a
notice in such cases and
voice for working womdecisions are announced
day.” (Paulo Coelho)
en’s protection. I heard
within two months.
that voice in Federal
She said that her office strives to resolve the
Ombudsperson Against Harassment (FOSPAH)
problem but she also pursues and observes the sitMrsKashmala Tariq who was invited to address
uation afterwards. Under her observation, no one
the lawyers gathering at Islamabad High Court
can restrain the complainant from continuing her
the other day. She introduced herself as Federal
job and she has the power to punish the accused or
Ombudswoman engaged to deal with harassment
can impose a huge fine.
issues of all kinds at workplaces.
It’s sanguine that after the enactment of the haFAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L
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rassment Act 2010, it is the responsibility of every
employer of an organization to ensure implementation of this law by setting up the internal inquiry committee against the harassement and persecution of women matters and ensure displaying
the code of conduct at a conspicuous place in the
premises. This is satisfying that this institution is
working to create a safe working environment that
is free from harassment, abuse, intimidation and
discrimination. It enables the female staff to work
with confidence in a comfortable workplace environment. The working women should take benefit
of this institutional mechanism to safeguard their
rights in the workplaces and also sensitize their
children about the legal framework for the protection of children’s rights in Pakistan. In this regard,
the office of the ombudsman Punjab, led by Maj
® AzamSuleman Khan, has established an office
of Chief Provincial Commissioner for children to
deal with the complaints of the children up to 18
years of age in the province. This office has disposed of 229 out of a total 236 children related
complaints in 2021. It is hoped that the proactive
working of the state bodies could help create and
strengthen a conducive atmosphere for the marginalized segments of the society to achieve the
overall goal for the ceation of the state after the
pattern of Madinah state. The writer is a practicing lawyer in Islamabad High Court and a freelance
contributor. n
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he car manufacturing companies despise
to reduce their profits that sometimes it
goes to almost double without any legal backing and justification. In order
to rationalise the additonal profit, car-makers cite
heavy government taxes, Pak rupee depreciation
against the dollar and day-by-day hike in the parts
for ramping up the price of cars. However, for the
buyers, a sudden increase in the price of the cars
is certainly surprising and worrisome. For them,
it is quite surprising and amount to befooling the
buyers that the companies take advance payments
on the booking and if the price increases, they also
charge the additional price from them which is unjustified and unlawful. The government must introduce the law to control the unjustified increase in
the prices after the due amount has been paid at the
booking time.
The government announced a new Auto Industry Development and Export Policy under which
sales tax on local electric vehicles (EVs) has been
slashed from 17percent to one percent.
The policy aims to promote small cars, localisation, incentivise introduction of new products
in tractors and motorcycles, consumer protection,
and promote new technologies i.e. EVs and hybrids to target export markets.
As per the policy, no car will be imported or
assembled, which is not compliant with shortlisted
WP 29 regulations after June 2022. It also means
that cars without airbags can no longer be assembled or imported to Pakistan.
The prices of both Hyundai Tucson variants are
increased like it was done by their rivals. Hyundai
Nishtar Motors Private Limited (HNMPL) pointed to rising raw materials costs, freight charges,
depreciating local currency, and other logistical
challenges as the reasons for the hike.
However, unlike other automakers, HNMPL
has only kept the new prices applicable on bookings made after the price hike announcement.
Those who have made bookings before March 25,
2022, will pay the old rates.
Interestingly, however, Hyundai has only increased the price of Tucson. It bears noting that
SUV was HNMPL’s best-selling vehicle for February 2022, with nearly 800 units sold in a month.
Market reports suggest that the Korean carmaker will increase the prices for the rest of its lineup
as well due to mounting cost pressures.
Honda Atlas Cars (HACL) has increased the
prices of its locally assembled cars for the second
time in 2022. The company has cited rising raw
material costs and depreciating local currency as
the reason for the hike.
Like other automakers, HACL will implement
the new prices in the following sequence:
Those who booked cars before November 11,
2021, will pay the current price. Those who have
made full payment by March 24, 2022, will also
pay the current price. Those expecting deliveries in
April 2022, will also pay the current price. Those
expecting to make full payment by April 30, 2022,
will also pay a 50percent price hike.
While the people who book new Honda cars
after the price hike will pay 100percent of the increase in price.
Ghandhara Nissan Limited (GNL) has begun
taking bookings of its newly launched SUVs —
Chery Tiggo 4 and Tiggo 8 Pro — at a price tag of
Rs. 4,599,000 and Rs. 6,599,000 respectively. The
company held a ceremony at a World Automobiles
outlet in Karachi to celebrate the occasion.
At the event, the COO of World Automobiles — GNL’s authorized dealers — AnasMehmoodTrunkwala, highlighted the salient features of the SUV. He said that both SUVs have
cutting-edge features, market competitive prices,
and are likely to capture a large market share.
The auto industry accounts for 4percent of the
national GDP and employs over 1,800,000 people.
Presently there are 3,200 automotive manufacturing plants in the country, with an outlay of ₨. 92
billion (USD 870 million) manufacturing 1.8 million motorcycles and 200,000 vehicles annually. Its
input to the national exchequer is virtually ₨. 50
FAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L
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Arbitrary increase in
car prices worrying
buyers
It is quite surprising and amounts to befooling the buyers that
the companies take advance payments on the booking and if the
price increases, they also charge the additional price which is
unjustified and unlawful. The government must introduce the
law to control the unjustified increase in the prices after the due
amount has been paid at the booking time
billion (USD 470 million). The sector, as a whole,
provides employment to 3.5 million people and
plays a pivotal role in promoting the growth of the
vendor industry. The auto industry was the highest
tax-paying industry a few years back followed by
cigarette, tobacco and telecom sectors.
According to the Pakistan Automotive Manufacturers Association (PAMA), the sale of locally assembled passenger cars has increased by
71percent in the first four months of the current

The policy aims to promote
small cars, localisation, incentivise introduction of new
products in tractors and
motorcycles, consumer
protection, and promote new
technologies i.e. EVs and
hybrids to target export markets
fiscal year from 43,865 units to 74,952 units. Car
sales in October 2021 jumped by 45percent from
11,997 units in October 2020 to 17,413 units last
month. However, they declined by over 8percent
on a monthly basis when compared to the statistics
|

of September 2021. In FY21, new cars and jeeps
held the highest share with 10,157 units compared
to just 893 units in FY20, 2,427 in FY19 and 3,758
units in FY18.
In overall automobile imports of around $2 billion, the import bill of entirely and semi-knocked
down (CKD/SKD) kits for cars, bikes and heavy
vehicles stood at a record $1.6bn in FY21 as compared to $727m in FY20 while $386m was spent
for import of used and new vehicles in FY21 as
compared to $219m in FY20. Over the last two decades, as the use of vehicles has increased significantly with the increasing population, improved infrastructure the increased mobility of people from
one place to another for jobs and improved living
standards, the demand for automobiles has also increased.
Pakistan has to import auto parts and then
cars are assembled in the country, which is not a
very efficient way of running the national economy. The time has come to manufacture cars and
automobiles in Pakistan. The country has an alluring market for the auto sector. The new policy,
Automotive Industry Development and Export
Plan 2021-26 aspires to give incentives through a
reduction in duties and taxes. Moreover, the policy
also looks to pave the way for the manufacturing
of hybrid cars and electric vehicles. Under the policy, sales tax has been reduced to 12.5percent from
17percent for cars below 1000cc. n
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aily life has become a struggle for most
Sri Lankans as the price of many basic food items have skyrocketed due to
limited supply.
Sri Lankan government today declared bankruptcy saying it was not in a position to pay foreign debts.
During the past few months, Sri Lanka has
been facing financial crisis which eroded its foreign exchange reserves and led to a bankruptcy
today (April 12).
Crisis-ridden Sri Lanka said it was defaulting
on its external debt of around $51 billion - pending
a bailout from the International Monetary Fund.
Sri Lanka’s finance ministry said creditors, including foreign governments, were free to capitalise
interest payments due from Tuesday afternoon or
opt for payback in Sri Lankan rupees.
For Zahara Zain, the current times in Sri Lanka are reminiscent of the early 1970s, when the
country was fighting for its survival amid crippling
food shortages.
“It almost feels like we are re-living the 1970s
when everything was rationed,” said Zain, a small
food business owner from the capital of Colombo.
She said daily life has become a struggle for most
Sri Lankans as the price of many basic food items
have skyrocketed due to limited supply.
Sri Lanka is facing the double whammy of rising prices and high debt, and its people are bearing
the brunt of it as the domestic situation turns increasingly grim.
“Milk has been rationed together with other
food items, like rice and sugar,” said the mother of
two young children. She used to be able to buy 1kg
of milk power, but now, shops are only allowed to
sell 400g.
“How can that be enough? I have children who
need milk,” Zain told CNBC. Besides, the price
of milk has shot up by almost a $1 for every kilogram, she said.
The shortage of U.S. dollars in the country has
led to a ripple effect on the prices of most food
items and raw materials that are essential for her
food business, Zain said. “The situation is really
bad and people are suffering.”
The economic pain has further complicated Sri
Lanka’s increasingly difficult external debt crisis,
analysts said.
Policymakers are struggling with “the dual
challenge of managing overseas debt repayments
while meeting domestic needs,” said Shahana
Murkherjee, an economist at Moody’s Analytics.
Spiraling debt
Sri Lankan President Gotabaya Rajapaksa declared an economic emergency in September. It
allowed the government to take control of the supply of basic food items, and set prices to control
rising inflation, which spiked to 14.2% in January.
The South Asian country’s tourism dollars
dried up due to the pandemic. But even before
then, Sri Lanka’s debt spiral was already on an unsustainable path, economists said.
‘Nightmarish situation’
Unable to pay for essential imports, including
fuel and medicines, the government has resorted
to electricity cuts and turned to the International
Monetary Fund, as well as China and India, for
assistance.
Drug shortages
Doctors are also raising the alarm over shortages of critical drugs streptokinase and tenecteplase,
used to treat heart attacks and strokes.
“If you go to a hospital with a heart attack
now, the chances of you dying is much higher than
a few months ago,” said Dr Lakkumar Fernando,
president of the Association of Medical Specialists. “All hospitals are severely affected.”
The government has not specified which drugs
are out of stock, but the health ministry said last
week Sri Lanka was facing severe shortages of 40
essential drugs and dwindling stocks of another
140 key medications.
Neonatalogists, meanwhile, have appealed for
international help to save newborn babies, saying
Sri Lanka was running out of endotracheal tubes,
FAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L
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Sri Lanka declares
bankruptcy, not
paying foreign loans

Sri Lanka is facing the double whammy of rising prices and

high debt, and its people are bearing the brunt of it as the
domestic situation turns increasingly grim
which are placed through the nose or mouth into
the windpipe to deliver oxygen to babies’ lungs.
In a letter dated April 7, the president of the
Perinatal Society of Sri Lanka, Dr LPC Saman
Kumara, called the shortage “extremely critical”
and said he had ordered hospitals not to discard
used tubes, “but to clean and sterilise them from
now onwards as we may have to reuse them as a
desperate solution”.

Sri Lankan President Gotabaya
Rajapaksa declared an economic emergency in September. It
allowed the government to take
control of the supply of basic
food items, and set prices to
control rising inflation, which
spiked to 14.2% in January
Kumara told Al Jazeera the shortage was most
acutely felt at Castle Street Teaching Hospital in
the Sri Lankan capital, Colombo, but that “soon
all hospitals may run out” of the tubes.
The health ministry said it was working “very
fast” to try and address the situation.
Emergency
|

Sri Lankan doctors say this is neither a “sound”
nor a “sustainable” policy. In a letter addressed to
the president on April 7 and made public on Sunday, the Sri Lanka Medical Association (SLMA)
contended that “what is considered non-emergency situations could turn into life-threatening problems within a few hours”. Without urgent replenishment of supplies, emergency treatment may
also have to be halted within a matter of weeks, if
not days, the letter said.
“This will result in a catastrophic number of
deaths, which is likely to be in excess of the combined death toll of COVID, tsunami and the civil war,” the letter added, referring to the Indian
Ocean tsunami of 2004 and Sri Lanka’s 26-year
civil war between the military and ethnic Tamil
separatists. Some 31,229 people died during the
tsunami, while an estimated 100,000 died in the
civil conflict. The country’s pandemic toll is at
16,489.
The SLMA also urged the president to hold
consultations with doctors, saying the “need of the
hour is to be truthful, compassionate and for you
to use the country’s intellectual resources in the
form of expert advice and guidance from professionals”. Sudewa Hettiarachchi, director general
of the president’s media division, said Rajapaksa
has not yet made a decision on the doctors’ requests. He had no comment on allegations that the
government has failed to treat this situation with
the seriousness it deserved. n
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Saudi Arabia on
fast-track to digital
banking

Convenience compelled most of the people in Saudi Arabia to
embrace financial technologies – an 86percent of those surveyed
appreciated the ability to pay whenever and wherever they are.
A 54percent also stated that internet banking and mobile wallet
services make it easier for them to manage financial information

N

inety-five percent of respondents from
Saudi Arabia reported an increase in
their use of e-wallets and mobile banking in 2021, according to the Kaspersky
Digital Payment survey. COVID-19 was one of the
main factors for that: a 70percent of people report
that they only started using online payments services
during the pandemic. In particular, online payment
services helped 58percent of the respondents to
maintain social distancing. Since acquiring the habit
of staying with people, 90percent of those surveyed
intended to use Internet banking and e-wallet services more often even after the end of the pandemic.
Convenience compelled most of the people in
Saudi Arabia to embrace financial technologies – an
86pecent of those surveyed appreciated the ability to
pay whenever and wherever they are. A 54percent
also stated that Internet banking and mobile wallet
services make it easier to manage financial information. Another factor that closely correlates to the popularity of digital payment services is the decrease in
financial malware attacks in Saudi Arabia by 64percent in 2021 compared to 2020 according to Kaspersky experts. While the decrease in numbers is reassuring, the country also saw an increase in financial
malware attacks on Android devices by 30percent in
2021 compared to 2020. Given that online services
are rapidly growing in size and numbers, new vulnerabilities are welcoming complex cyberattacks.
When asked about their reservations prior to using mobile banking and payment apps, users admitFAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L

ted their fears – afraid of storing their financial data
online (45%) and worried that their personal devices
are not secured enough (32%). A 17percent also revealed they do not trust the security of these platforms. A 29percent does not have any reservations
at all.
“Digital payment services are gaining more
adopters despite the concerns and reservations. The
pandemic was an opportunity in disguise for people
to understand, learn and use digital payments services at their disposal for their own benefit”, said
EmadHaffar, Head of Technical Experts at Kaspersky.
“However, as the cashless economy grows and
evolves to accommodate the needs of the new normal, it is also important to understand and stay
vigilant to the cyber-risks pertaining to online transactions. Since people are becoming increasingly
comfortable with accessing digital payment applications, app developers and providers should now look
into cybersecurity gaps at each stage of the payment
process and build security features that will win the
trust of potential users, as well as keep the existing
customers protected at all times”, adds EmadHaffar.
J.K. Khalil, Country General Manager, Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain and Levant at Mastercard, said:
“As the world grows increasingly connected through
the power of digital transformation, cyberattacks
have escalated, leaving people and businesses at risk
of financial or reputational damages. As such, it is
more vital than ever for industry leaders to act as
|

the first line of defence to create a secure financial
ecosystem. At Mastercard, we aim to stay ahead of
fraudsters and to continually evolve and enhance
our protection of cyber environments for our bank
and merchant customers as we work towards a safer
future for all.” Meanwhile, the ongoing LEAP that
is aimed at accelerating Saudi Arabia’s ambitions to
expand its digital economy by 50percent, and grow
its contribution to the wider economy by $13 billion
showcases the Kingdom as a digital powerhouse.
It’s hard to recall when Saudi Arabia wasn’t powering the Middle East digital transformation scene.
You have to rewind six or so years to 2016 when the
Kingdom launched its game-changing Saudi Vision
2030, a strategic framework to reduce its dependence
on oil and diversify its economy.
Most of what was known about the Kingdom
has been replaced by a series of reforms in the past
few years. Digital transformation has changed all aspects of Saudi society – from digitising government
operations to building Giga-projects, such as Qiddiya and NEOM.
Setting the digital agenda for the Kingdom, positioning it as a tech hub the best of the global tech
sector last month descended on Riyadh for the inaugural LEAP. The three-day tech conference brought
together some of the tech sector’s top entrepreneurs.
Those attending the biggest tech event in the region include Raghu Raghuram, CEO of VMware;
BörjeEkholm, president, and CEO of Ericsson;
Carlo Ratti, founding partner of MIT’s Senseable
City Laboratory; Eugene Kaspersky, co-founder of
Kaspersky; AongusHegarty, president of international markets at Dell Technologies; and Guo Ping,
the rotating chairman of Huawei, among others.
The wide-ranging topics addressed at the event
included sustainable digital future, fintech, health
tech, AI, Industry 5.0, robotics, IoT, and the role of
tech in renewable energy sources, which are finding
new applications in the country every day.
Crucially, the conference brought together more
than 30 VCs, including early-stage investor Speedinvest, who would be looking at the potential of
more than 700 startups, many of whom will be local
firms. Aimed at accelerating its digital economy by
50percent and growing its contribution to the wider
economy by $13 billion, LEAP follows on from last
year’s government Launch Program, which unveiled
an array of initiatives to rapidly upscale the digital
skills of young Saudis.
According to the Saudi Federation for Cybersecurity chairman, Faisal bin Saud Al-Khamisi, the
conference will attract international investments into
the Kingdom and accelerate digital transformation
by developing and adopting the latest technologies
and communications solutions. According to an
IDC report, by 2023, digital transformation investment will account for 50 per cent of government and
enterprise ICT investment.
More than $2.13 billion of foreign investment has
poured into Saudi Arabia’s IT market. The fintech
investments grew from around $144 million, which
was quite sizable, in 2020 to almost $400 million in
2021.

More than $2.13 billion of
foreign investment has poured
into Saudi Arabia’s IT market.
The fintech investments grew
from around $144 million,
which was quite sizable in 2020
to almost $400 million in 2021
“We invested in minds to bridge the digital skills
gap. We trained more than 55,000 male and female trainees in qualitative digital skills as part of
the Future Skills initiative,” said Assistant Minister
Munir El-Desouki at the MCIT. Apart from hosting
technology boot camps and other programs such as
business accelerators, incubators, and innovation
centres, MCIT launched the Women Empowerment
Program and Future Skills Initiative.
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vivo V23 5G impresses
photography experts

W

hen experts say, something is good,
it really, truly does have potential.
So, vivo roped in two well-known
photographers of Pakistan, Fahad
Hanif and Abrar Khwaja to explore the camera
system of its recently launched smartphone —
vivo V23 5G.

FLARE REPORT

raphy. He shared tricks of using vivo V23 5G’s
camera features in different environments, calling
it “one of the best phones for night photography”,
adding, “We can take shutter to 32sec and it has
awesome noise reduction!”

some!”
The front camera features a high-resolution
50MP AF Portrait Selfie, achieving significantly
higher sharpness in good lighting conditions. The
setup uses an exclusively customized JNV sensor
with ISOCELL 3.0 and AI HD Portrait algorithm
to improve light sensitivity and color fidelity,

Both, Fahad Hanif and Abrar Khwaja revealed
their favourite attributes of the device. Fahad said,
“I explicitly loved the Color Changing Fluorite AG
Design that has been introduced for the first time.
It’s just beautiful how the device changes colors. I

The global smartphone brand has been in the
news for the device’s terrific camera and design
features which seems to have captured the hearts
of smartphone enthusiasts. In an interview with
Fahad and Abrar, the photographers revealed their
favourite features, shared tips of using the smartphone’s camera to the best of its capability and
their overall experience of vivo V23 5G.
“vivo V23 has introduced such great features,
but two of my favourites are the Color Changing

38

Fluorite AG Design and the amazing 50MP AF
Portrait Selfie feature. My overall experience of
using V23 5G has been ravishing,” said Fahad
when asked about his top picks among vivo V23
5G features.
Abrar Khwaja said that this device has raised
the bar in the smartphone industry with its features. He added, “After using this device I can
say that this device is one of my favourite now!
Its Camera quality and video stability is just aweFAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L

bringing stunning details and colors to each portrait.
Fahad is an avid street photographer who
makes use of multiple smartphone features to produce that one picture perfect moment. On being
asked, Fahad added, “It has been a great experience, utilizing its 8MP Super Wide-Angle Camera, Dual-Tone Spotlight: Spotlight Portrait +
Spotlight Portrait Video and especially the 64MP
GW1 Super-Sensing Camera that helps enhance

would have surely created some amazing shots of
its rear panel color-changing from a bronze slash
burnt orange hue to a sparkling metallic blue when
exposed to sunlight.” While Abrar appreciated
V23 5G’s wide angle mode! He says that he has
been capturing stunning landscapes with it.
The smartphone, Fahad and Abrar agreed, is
not only about the camera, it has also been gaining
popularity among users for its design and performance too. While Fahad hanif said, “Apart from
the camera, I love its excellent design, all-day, long
lasting battery duration, the color changing mode,
that fascinating look, and top-notch gaming essentials,” Abrar Khawaj stressed on the color chang-

the street photography.” On mentioning the rear
camera of vivo V23 5G, Fahad said, “As I’ve already mentioned, the camera features in V23 5G
are up to the mark, one of my favorites is its 64MP
GW1 Super Sensing Camera.” The rear camera
makes use of the GW1 ultra-sensing sensor with
0.8μm large pixels making it light sensitive and
producing high-definition images.
While Fahad is a master in street photography,
Abrar is a genius when it comes to night photog-

ing aspect. “This device changes its colour in sunlight and I love it!”
Truly in awe of the camera system, Fahad
shared his experience of using vivo V23 5G. “I
travelled across Pakistan and created some super
amazing content, with its super amazing camera.”
Abrar concluded saying that he is really impressed
with the speed of the smartphone. The device has
proven to be a great success amongst everyone
thanks to its innovation, uniqueness and superior
quality.
Available in two color variants of Stardust
Black and Sunshine Gold, the all new vivo V23 5G
in 12GB RAM + 256GB ROM can now be purchased across Pakistan at the price of Rs. 89,999
only. Given the success of the smartphone, hurry
and order yours before the stock exhausts. n
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Disabled players
fast making name in
video game world

FLARE REPORT

Games that won honours included the car-racing title, Forza Horizon 5, which was the first to
ever support American and British sign language.
“Things are a lot better than they were decades ago because games can somewhat be fixed
with update patches,” noted Chris Robinson, a
Chicago-based gamer who was born deaf and
hosts DeafGamersTV channel on the video game
streaming site, Twitch.
Helpful visual or audio features in recent releases such as Last Of Us Part II, Marvel’s Guardians Of The Galaxy, and Far Cry 6 have gotten
kudos from players with disabilities.
Despite the progress, the players interviewed
were adamant that more needed to be done and
wanted to be heard in the process.
For example, larger types of subtitles and visual cues on the screen make a world of difference
to deaf players, said Robinson.
“The other challenge is communication with
other players who can hear,” said Soleil Wheeler, a 16-year-old deaf gamer who uses the handle
“Ewok”.
Thousands of people tune in to watch Wheeler playing battle-royale games, ‘Fortnite’ and the
‘Apex Legends’ online.
The teenager eagerly awaits a time when conversations in online multiplayer games are displayed as captions in real-time during play.

There are financial as well as
ethical reasons for opening
doors to even more players in
the multi-billion dollar industry

Today, we play games with 3D graphics at 4K resolution on a
PlayStation 5 or Xbox Series X - if you can find one – or on your
state-of-the-art smartphone. And increasingly, as hardware
specs improve and developers build new content, by slipping on
a VR headset and entering a 360-degree virtual world

C
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arlos Vasquez is a master of the video
fighting game, Mortal Kombat, despite
being unable to see the action on screen
because he is blind.
The Texas resident – who relies on sound to
time punches, kicks and dodges – is among a chorus of voices calling for better access to gaming
for people with disabilities.
“You have two characters across the screen
fighting each other, left and right, and you just
have to memorise the buttons,” said Vasquez, explaining what drew him to Mortal Kombat.
Long neglected by the industry, the issue of
accessibility is increasingly front of the mind for
game makers. There are financial as well as ethical reasons for opening doors to even more players in the multi-billion dollar industry.
According to the World Health Organisation
(WHO), more than a billion people live with
some form of disability.
Microsoft, the tech powerhouse behind Xbox
and its cloud game streaming service, estimates
that there are some 400 million players with disabilities.
FAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L

Vasquez’s prowess caught the attention of
Mortal Kombat maker NetherRealm Studios
owned by Warner Brothers Interactive Entertainment. At his suggestion, the studio added audio
cues to help blind gamers identify objects with
which they can interact in the game.
Game makers are keeping accessibility in mind
when designing software, adding settings intended to level the field for players with disabilities.
Games can be tweaked to let artificial intelligence or other human players lend assistance
when needed. Options can be built to bypass obstacles otherwise insurmountable due to a disability.
“The approach we have is to try to make accessibility part of the DNA of everyone in the company,” said David Tisserand, head of the initiative
at French video game giant Ubisoft.
“We really want to make sure that everyone
understands that accessibility is part of their mandate.”
In March, the second annual Video Game Accessibility Awards were handed out to titles best
adapted to people with disabilities.
|

Hardware accessories are rare for players with
limited use of their hands, said David Combarieu,
chief of Hitclic, a French startup that designs
gear enabling people with motor disabilities to the
game at a competitive level.
Microsoft makes a special adaptive controller
for Xbox games, at a price of US$100 (RM421),
before adding in costs for customization.
Yet, there is no controller equivalent offered
by Xbox’s console market rivals Sony and Nintendo, said Combarieu.
Online platforms have a diverse range of players, but they can still be badgered with insulting or
abusive comments by “trolls” and “haters”, said
teen gamer Wheeler.
“I am not letting them waste my time,” Wheeler said. “I pick my battles wisely as I navigate
through life.”
It wasn’t long ago that video gaming meant
playing Pong in an arcade or firing up an eight-bit
home console to shoot blocky space invaders.
Today, we play games with 3D graphics at 4K
resolution on a PlayStation 5 or Xbox Series X –
if you can find one – or on your state-of-the-art
smartphone. And increasingly, as hardware specs
improve and developers build new content, by
slipping on a VR headset and entering a 360-degree virtual world.
Games are created for entertainment, whether
they use cards, a board, a smartphone, PC, console, or headset. But a funny thing has happened
since the world of gaming moved from analogue
to digital, from the real world to virtual ones:
never before have so many around the globe been
connected with each other. To give you a sense
of size and scope, here’s but one example: since
Tencent Games launched PUBG MOBILE in
2018, players have downloaded the game over 1
billion times. That’s roughly one out of every 7.7
people on the planet downloading and playing a
single video game with each other on their mobile
phones.
And daily, some 50 million players from dozens of countries, including the UK, US, Brazil and
more team up in PUBG MOBILE to accomplish
their mission. So, it occurs to me, as the head of
Tencent Games – the world’s largest games platform company by many measures – that it’s time
for game developers to accomplish ours. n
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ikTok has seen its short-form video feed
copied by a host of competitors, from
Instagram to Snap to YouTube and even
Netflix. Now it looks like you can add
Spotify to that list. The company has confirmed it
is currently testing a new feature in its app, Discover, which presents a vertical feed of music videos
that users can scroll through and optionally like
or skip. For those who have access to the feature,
it appears as a fourth tab in the navigation bar at
the bottom of the Spotify app, in between Home
and Search.
The new addition was first spotted by Chris
Messina, who tweeted out a video of the Discover
feature in action. He described it as a “pared-down
version” of a TikTok-style feed of music videos.
Messina said he found the feature in Spotify’sTestFlight build (a beta version for iOS), where
a new icon in the navigation toolbar brings you
immediately to the video feed when tapped. You
can then swipe up and down to move through the
feed, much like you would on TikTok. In addition
to tapping the heart to like songs, you can also tap
the three-dot menu to bring up the standard song
information sheet, he notes.
Messina also speculated the feature may be taking advantage of Spotify’s existing Canvas format.
Introduced broadly in 2019, Canvas allows artists to create videos that accompany their music
on the Spotify app. The feature had mixed reviews
from users, as some reported they preferred to see
just the static album art when listening to music and found the video and its looping imagery
distracting. But others said they liked it. Canvas,
however, appears to drive the engagement metrics
that Spotify wants — the company reports that users are more likely to keep streaming, share tracks
or save tracks when they see a Canvas.

The new addition was first
spotted by Chris Messina, who
tweeted out a video of the
Discover feature in action. He
described it as a “pared-down
version” of a TikTok-style feed
of music videos
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From the video Messina shared and others we
viewed, we can confirm that the videos playing in
the vertical feed are the artists’ existing Canvas
videos. But Spotify would not confirm this to us
directly.
When asked Spotify for further information on
the feature, including whether it had plans to roll
this out further, whether it was available on both
iOS and Android, which markets had access to the
feature and more. The company declined to share
any details about the feature but did confirm, via
a statement that it was exploring the idea of a vertical video feed.
“At Spotify, we routinely conduct a number of
tests in an effort to improve our user experience,”
a spokesperson said. “Some of those tests end up
paving the way for our broader user experience
and others serve only as an important learning.
We don’t have any further news to share at this
time,” they added.
In other words, the test is still very early and
may not make its way to the public. But if it did,
it wouldn’t be a surprising move on Spotify’s part.
The company has before looked to popular social
media formats to engage its users. In the past, Spotify tested a ‘Stories’ feature that allowed influencers to post stories to introduce their own, curated
playlists. But that option never became available to
all Spotify users.
While the TikTok format has been adopted by
top social platforms, including Instagram (Reels),
Snapchat (Spotlight), YouTube (Shorts) andPinterest (Idea Pins), it’s also proving to be an ideal
format for content discovery. Netflix, for instance,
recently adopted the short-form vertical video feed
FAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L
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Spotify music
discovery matches
TikTok app

In other words, the test is still very early and may not make its
way to the public. But if it did, it wouldn’t be a surprising move on
the part of Spotify. The company has before looked to popular
social media formats to engage its users. In the past, Spotify
tested a ‘Stories’ feature that allowed influencers to post stories
to introduce their own, curated playlists. But that option never
became available to all Spotify users
in its own app with the launch of its “Fast Laughs”
feature, which offers clips from its content library
and tools to save the programs to a watch list or
just start streaming them. Similarly, Spotify’s video-based Discover feature could help introduce
users to new music and offer a way to signal their
interests to Spotify in a familiar format.
On the other hand, on March 25th, musical
artist Anitta became the first Brazilian to reach the
number one spot on a global music chart when her
song “Envolver” became the most streamed track
on Spotify’s Daily Top 50 Global playlist. It was
streamed 6.4 million times, with 4.1 million of
those streams coming from Brazil.
But her success on Spotify’s charts isn’t just a
result of the song’s catchy chorus: Anitta fans and
music industry experts told ‘Rest of World’ that
some of Envolver’s success can be attributed to
fans gaming the platform’s algorithms in ways that
potentially broke Spotify’s terms and conditions.
At least some of that behaviour was encouraged
by Anitta’s own team, which pushed fans to inflate
her streams on the platform.
On March 14th, Anitta’s official fan account
on Twitter, QG da Anitta, retweeted another fan
account’s post encouraging people to boost Anitta’s popularity by setting up playlists featuring
|

her song and reminding them to “use different
accounts on Spotify and remember to switch accounts after 20 streams.” The next day, that official
account set up a raffle of Spotify Premium subscriptions for users who sent screenshots of using
Spotify to stream “Envolver”.
Around 100 playlists on Spotify are titled with
names like Envolver #1, Stream Envolver, Envolver stream party, and Envolver 20x. Most of them
explicitly stated in their descriptions that their purpose is to increase Envolver’s streaming numbers.
“Play it only once a day, don’t leave it on random,
and turn the volume up,” reads one of the descriptions.
Spotify declined to comment on any potential
terms and conditions violations but confirmed
Anitta’s status as the first Brazilian to top their
charts.
Adriano Ferreira da Silva Filho, a 19-year-old
fan from Ilhabela, a beach town in the state of São
Paulo, said he wanted to boost “Envolver”’s popularity as a means of paying back an artist who was
influential in his life. So, Filho created a series of
different playlists to play the song over 2,000 times
a day using his laptop and two cellphones to be
able to have them all playing simultaneously from
different usernames. n
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Investment in space
technologies a dire
need to boost socioeconomic growth

Experts at the conference encouraged applications of space
technologies for sustainable development, including surety of
food security, health applications, access to telecommunications,
reduction in disaster risks, preventing humanitarian crises,
monitoring natural resources, and environmental management

T
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he hands-on educational opportunities, fascinating demonstrations and interaction
with top scientists at a recent conference
wowed several young students and inspired
them to pursue science and technology as careers.
“Generally, when we think about space science,
all that comes to mind is astronauts. But this field is
incredible. It offers benefits that are as infinite as the
space itself in every field from health and medicine
to transportation and computer technology” said Arsalan Khan, an Islamabad-based young student, sharing his understanding of the field after attending the
conference which focused on space science.
Space
technology
for
socio-economic
development:
A three-day international conference, held in Islamabad on the subject of space 2022, focused on
the role of space technology and applications in socio-economic development. Experts at the conference
encouraged applications of space technologies for sustainable development, including surety of food security, health applications, access to telecommunications,
reduction in disaster risks, preventing humanitarian
crises, monitoring natural resources, and environmental management. The third International conference on space was organized by the Pakistan Space
and Upper Research Commission (SUPARCO) - the
country’s national space agency mainly responsible
for conducting peaceful research in space technology
and promoting the technology for the socio-economic
uplift of the country.
Asia Pacific Space Cooperation Organisation
(APSCO), Islamic World Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization and Inter-Islamic Network on Space Sciences and Technology (ISNET)
also contributed to the organisation of the space
summit.
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Pakistan plans to send the first astronaut into
space:
SUPARCO Chairman Major General AmerNadeem said that the national space agency is implementing various projects linked with national development and security. One of the projects is Pakistan’s
ambitious plan to send the first astronaut into space.
He added that SUPARCO “is committed to promoting the use of space technology and its applications for achieving sustainable development goals adopted by the UN member states.” Space technology
contributes greatly to confronting countless challenges
in the fields of climate change, resource monitoring,
disaster management and mitigation health and education, he said.

Asia Pacific Space Cooperation
Organisation (APSCO), Islamic
World Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization and
Inter-Islamic Network on Space
Sciences and Technology (ISNET) also contributed to the organisation of the space summit
Research and investment:
As many as 250 scientists, researchers, engineers,
academia and heads of space agencies, including 35
foreign participants from 16 countries from UAE,
Turkey, China, Azerbaijan, Australia, Canada, Egypt,
Italy, South Korea, Malaysia, Austria and Switzerland, and other attended the conference.
|
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The conference featured 125 paper presentations
on topics such as space technology, applications and
education as well space laws and policy while workshops focused on space applications, big data analytics, satellite navigation and microgravity.
Scientists called for “investments in space science,
research and innovation” as well as attractive funding
to create future career opportunities to attract and retain top talent in the country that has made little progress in the field of space over the last decades.
President urges self-reliance in space tech:
President of Pakistan DrArifAlviin his address,
laid stress on making efforts to “achieve self-reliance”
in space technology which he said, was “significant for
the country to match the pace of global scientific advancements.” He asked the country’s space scientists
“to explore capabilities in satellite navigation and promote relevant applications in areas of socio-economic
development” and use satellite data to strengthen climate resilience, farming system and water resources.
President Alvi also stressed the use of outer space for
peaceful purposes to ensure and achieve sustainable
development goals and called on the international
community to prevent countries from turning space
into a battlefield. The President also visited the exhibition where he was briefed about Pakistan’s aerospace navigation systems and multi-purpose robots.
Investment in space technology:
Experts suggested regional and international cooperation for capacity building, human resource development, technical infrastructures and attracting financial resources. Recently, Pakistan’s national space
agency signed an agreement with Turkish Aerospace
Industries (TAI) for making joint efforts for the development of communication satellites and other space
projects. The joint manufacturing would “significantly improve Pakistan’s existing space technologies as
well as research and development,” aviation analyst
FahadIbne Masood told Gulf News. Investments in
space technology “is critical for Pakistan to develop
and adopt applications for peaceful purposes, commercial space exploration.”
On the other hand, Dr. Jitendra Singh, Union
Minister of India, Minister of State in the Department of Atomic Energy of India, Indian Ministry
of Earth Sciences, said, around 75 startups have registered under the space technology category in the
Startup India portal. He added that there are many
more startups registered under other categories, that
are also involved in the space domain.
The Minister said, to facilitate private sector participation in Space activities, the Department of Space,
DOS is revising the existing policies in the space domain and a new policy framework is being drafted
to address various space sectors such as SpaceCom,
Remote Sensing, Technology Transfer, Navigation,
Space Transportation, Space exploration and Space
Situational Awareness. Provisions are being factored
in the above policy framework for the development of
the private sector including MSMEs and startups in
the space sector. On June 24, 2020, the Government
of India (GoI) had approved reforms in the Space
Sector aiming at boosting the private sector participation in the entire range of space activities. Exactly
after a year, Indian National Space Promotion and
Authorization Centre (IN-SPACe) was constituted as
an autonomous agency in the Department of Space
(DoS) for enabling space activities, as well as, usage of
DoS owned facilities by Non-Governmental Private
Entities (NGPEs) and to permit, regulate, promote,
hand-hold, monitor and supervise Space Activities of
NGPEs in India.
The Ministry of Defence (MoD) has taken
steps to attract new startups in the field of Defense
and Space. Technology Development Fund (TDF)
Scheme is a programme of MoD executed by DRDO
under the ‘Make in India’ initiative. The Government
has approved TDF Scheme to encourage industries,
especially MSMEs and startups, to develop various
defence technologies. The scheme operates in Grantsin-Aid Mode. At present, a total of six projects costing
INR 3310.58 Lakhs, have been awarded to 6 startups
under the TDF scheme and out of which one project
in the field of Space tech has been awarded to two
startups. As stated by DRDO, the information on Hypersonic vehicles is sensitive in nature. n
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Singer Arooj wins
Grammy laurel for
Pakistan

FLARE REPORT

included the track “Mohabbat”, which she sang on
his 2021 summer favourites list.
Arooj has performed at a number of major New
York venues including Lincoln Center and the Museum of Modern Art, also opening for Mitski at
The Brooklyn Steel in 2018.
Meanwhile, Mahira Khan, Pakistan’s top film
star, wrote on Twitter, “So so proud! Shine on you
crazy star @arooj_aftab.”

AroojAftab, 37, won the award for singing HafeezHoshiarpuri’s
Ghazal, “MohabbatKarne Wale Kam Na Honge” in the Best
Global Performance category. Arooj was also nominated in
the category of Best New Artist, but that honour went to singer
Olivia Rodrigo

P

akistani singer AroojAftab has created
history, winning a Grammy, a major annual American entertainment award, to
become the first-ever Pakistani woman to
receive the prestigious trophy at a glittering ceremony held in Las Vagas which was also attended
by the industry’s top musical stars and icons.

Olivia Rodrigo.
Media reports quoted her as saying backstage
at the pre-gala ceremony, “I am beyond thrilled.
It feels great. I’ve been very nervous all day. And
we’re off to a good start.”
Arooj moved to the US in 2005 to study music
at the Berklee College of Music. She released her
first album ‘Bird Under Water’ in 2014.
The Pakistani singer has been steadily gaining
global attention for her work that fuses ancient Sufi
traditions with inflections of folk, jazz, and minimalism.
In 2012, she performed at a concert organized
by the Asia Society of New York where the living
legend of Pakistan, ArifLohar also sang the popular Sufi song “Alif Allah Chambey di Booti”.
Born in Saudi Arabia, Arooj spent her teenage years in Lahore before relocating to Boston
to study music production and engineering at the
prestigious Berklee School of Music.

Arooj moved to the US in 2005
to study music at the Berklee
College of Music. She released
her first album ‘Bird Under
Water’ in 2014
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AroojAftab, 37, won the award for singing
HafeezHoshiarpuri’s Ghazal, “MohabbatKarne
Wale Kam Na Honge…” in the Best Global Performance category.
After receiving the award, she said, “I think I’m
gonna faint. Vow, thank you so much. I feel like
this category in itself has been so insane like Burna
Boy, Wizkid, Femi Kuti, AngéliqueKidjo…”
Arooj was also nominated in the category of
Best New Artist, but that honour went to singer
FAC E B O O K . C O M / F L A R E M AG A Z I N E O F F I C I A L

In Lahore, she learned to play the guitar in
autodidact and gradually acquired her singing
style while listening, among others, to Billie Holiday, HariprasadChaurasia, Mariah Carey, Begum
Akhtar. Despite difficulties, she promoted her music in Pakistan, being one of the first musicians to
use the Internet in the early 2000s; her renditions
of “MeraPyaar” and “Hallelujah” went viral and
launched the Pakistani indie scene.
She released her third studio album ‘Vulture
Prince’ to critical acclaim and gained even more
attention after former US President Barack Obama
|

Social media is overflowing with well-wishes
for the musician.
Aside from AroojAftab, the Pakistani first-ever
artist to win a Grammy award, many other popular
faces also became winners of prestigious awards.
Jon Batiste, a multi-genre artist ruled in the best
album category. Olivia Rodrigo beat Arooj, who
was also nominated for the best new artist and won
the title. lastly, Batiste won the album of the year
award for the “We Are” album. The very collection
of songs was inspired by the ‘Black Lives Matter’
movement. n
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Top 10 safest
countries in the world

The Global Peace Index ranks the safest countries in the world.
A total of 163 countries are featured in the report. There are 23
different indicators used to determine how safe or how dangerous
a country is
The top 10 safest countries in the world are as follows:
1. Iceland
Iceland is the safest country globally for the 13th
year in a row. Iceland is a Nordic nation with a relatively small population of 340,000. Iceland has a very

low level of crime attributed to its high standard of
living, small population, strong social attitudes against
crime, a high level of trust in its well-trained, highly
educated police force, and a lack of tension between
social and economic classes.
2. New Zealand
New Zealand is the second-safest country in the
world. Like Iceland, New Zealand has a very low
crime rate, especially violent crime. Theft, however,
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however, saw a deterioration in the likelihood of violent demonstrations indicator after the election of Sebastian Kurz’s People Party in October of 2017. Due

to the country’s political instability, social unrest has
increased. Austria, otherwise, is a very safe country to
visit. Serious crimes are uncommon, although people
should be aware of pickpockets and purse-snatchers.
Additionally, Austria has been spared any major acts
of terrorism.
5. Denmark
Ranked fifth on the Global Peace Index, Denmark
is one of the safest and happiest countries in the world.
Denmark is one of the few countries where people
report feeling safe at any time of day or night, even

is a common occurrence, especially for tourists. New
Zealand has no deadly animals, unlike its neighbour down-under, Australia, known for having some
dangerous wildlife. New Zealand’s score slightly decreased from the year before due to the terror attack
on two mosques in Christchurch on March 15, 2019,
which killed 51 people. New Zealanders are generally
open-minded and have laws in place to prevent abuse
of anyone’s freedom of speech or expression. Like
Iceland, police in New Zealand do not carry personal
firearms.
3. Portugal
Portugal comes in third in the most peaceful countries rankings. In 2014, Portugal was ranked 18th
globally and has since made huge strides to be ranked

children. Denmark has a high level of equality and a
strong sense of common responsibility for social welfare – two things that contribute to both Denmark’s
safety and happiness. Corruption is rare in business or
politics, as honesty and trust are top priorities in Denmark. Denmark is also a welfare state, meaning that
everyone receives services and perks that help them
live comfortable lives. Everyone in Denmark has access to healthcare with no additional fees to them,
tuition-free education, and the elderly are provided athome care helpers.
6. Canada
Canada is the sixth-safest country in the world
according to the Global Peace Index, maintaining
its position from 2019. Canada received particularly good scores for internal conflicts, levels of crime,

third. Unlike Iceland and New Zealand, Portugal has
armed police; however, it seems that an increased police presence has resulted in a decreased crime rate in
the country. In the past six years, Portugal has made
an economic resurgence, decreasing its unemployment rate from over 17percent to under 7percent. Due
in large part to its level of safety, Portugal is ranked as
the best country for retirement in 2020 according to
the Annual Global Retirement Index.
4. Austria
Austria is the fourth-safest country in the world.
Austria’s 2020 score increased slightly by 0.011 points
from 2020 but kept its fourth-place ranking. Austria,

and political stability. In addition to good job opportunities, great access to healthcare, and effective government, Canada has some of the most notoriously
friendly people in the world. Canada has a crime rate
that is about one-third that of its neighbour, the United States (1.6 incidents per 100,000 vs. 4.5 per 100,000
respectively). In a 2018 Gallup survey, 84percent of
Canadians surveyed said that they felt safe in their
country.
7. Singapore
Singapore ranks seventh on the GPI. In the same
Gallup report from 2018, Singapore residents felt the
highest sense of personal security and have positive
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experiences with law enforcement than in any other
country. Singapore has one of the lowest crime rates
in the world, which is due to severe penalties that are

issued for even small crimes. The government and police strictly control guns and other firearms, so violent
and confrontational crimes are rare in Singapore. The
city-state is also the second-safest city in the world according to the Safe Cities Index from the Economist
Intelligence Unit (EIU). Singapore ranked first for infrastructure security and personal security, second for
digital security, and eighth for health security.
8. The Czech Republic
Finishing the top ten safest countries in the world
is the Czech Republic. The Czech Republic climbed
two spots from its 2019 ranking from ten to eight.
Crime rates have steadily decreased over the years,

especially in violent crimes. This is despite having
relatively easy access to weapons in the country. The
Czech Republic also has a low impact of terrorism.
The country’s fall in rankings is due to its relatively
high involvement in foreign conflicts, the high ratio of
the number of prisoners per capita, and security forces
and police assessment.
9. Japan
The ninth-safest country in the world is Japan. Japan has been in the top ten countries in the Global
Peace Index for 13 years, consistently receiving high
marks for low crime rates, internal conflict, and po-

litical terror. A couple of areas of concern include Japan’s troubled relations with its neighbours and the increasing size and power of the country’s self-defence
forces. Japan is known for having limited immigration
and limited access to firearms. Japan does not see carrying a firearm to be an individual’s right. According
to the Safe Cities Index from the Economist Intelligence Unit, Tokyo is considered the safest city in the
world, ranking first in cybersecurity, second for health
security, and fourth for infrastructure security and personal security.
10. Switzerland
Finishing the top ten safest countries is Switzerland, which has a score of 1.366. Switzerland ranks in
the top five in the Safety and Security domain, losing
one rank from it had in 2019. Along with several other

highly peaceful countries, Switzerland ranked among
the ten highest weapons exporters per capita every
year for the last five years. Fortunately, Switzerland
ranks fourth globally for food security and is among
the ten most peaceful countries for ongoing domestic
and international conflict. n
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Jazz commits to increase female mobile
broadband users, accelerates efforts to promote diversity & inclusion at the workplace

Islamabad: Aimed at enabling more women to access
health, financial, and other lifeenhancing services, Pakistan’s
leading digital operator Jazz
has committed with GSMA
Connected Women initiative to
increase the proportion of female broadband users on its
network by 8% by the end of
next year with a dedicated
focus on female smartphone
ownership. The commitment
was announced by Jazz CEO
Aamir Ibrahim during the
‘Power to be You’ event held at
Jazz Digital Headquarters in
Islamabad.
The company’s Diversity,
Equity & Inclusion (DEI) statement was unveiled at the event

along with key initiatives towards empowering women at
the workplace. Jazz has announced six months phase
back support for new mothers
on top of the already available
six month paid maternity leave,
an executive program on
women leadership in collaboration with LUMS, and dedicated offsite learning retreats
for women. Moreover, an MoU
was signed with Chughtai Labs
for the provision of the Pink
Card which offers Jazz employees and their families a
50% discount on women related medical tests.
The event featured multiple
activities, interviews, and panel
discussions from industry ex-

perts including Dr. Omar
Chugtai, Chughtai Lab; Dr.
Sadia Nadeem, FAST School
of Management and Dr. RakshindaPerveen, a social entrepreneur.
Ayesha
Raza,
Co-founder of Abey Khao, a
fast-food café and a startup
scaled under Pakistan’s premier
accelerator program Jazzxlr8,
also inspired the audience with
her entrepreneurship journey
and how her venture is promoting social inclusion of people with hearing impairments
by providing them employment
opportunities.
Addressing the audience
during her keynote, Dr Sania
Nishtar said that women’s digital and financial inclusion is

critical for not just their social
protection but also to help form
an inclusive and progressive society. She also lauded the role
of telecom industry in accelerating digitalization across various sectors and digitally
transforming citizen services.
Aamir Ibrahim, CEO Jazz
reiterated the importance of
adopting a collective approach
to build a society where
women feel empowered, safe
and contribute to all areas of
life. “Whilst we are nurturing a
culture of equal opportunities
at Jazz, externally we are empowering Pakistani women digitally with our products,
services and sustainability initiatives enabling them to access

health, financial and other lifeenhancing services.”
Through various initiatives,
Jazz is driving digital gender
equality. The company has
programs in place to enhance
digital literacy among girls and
maximize female led enterprises in the startup ecosystem.
Jazz has also collaborated with
Meta to launch an online
safety booklet for Pakistani
users, especially women, to
help them understand the dynamics of digital space better
and develop responsible online
behavior to cope with the modern-day challenges of the digital world, voicing their
thoughts while ensuring
safety.n

Jazz shines at Effie Awards Pakistan 2022 with 5 awards
Islamabad: Pakistan's leading digital operator Jazz has
won five awards at the Effie
Awards Pakistan 2022 held last
night in Karachi.
The company received
three silver awards under the
following categories: ‘Corporate Reputation’ category for its
‘Super NahiTou 4G Nahi’
campaigns showcasing the
brand’s impact on creating an
inclusive digital ecosystem,
‘Positive Change: Social Good

– Brands (Services)’ category

for its women’s day campaign,

and ‘Seasonal Marketing (Services)’ category for its ‘Creating
a Digital Pakistan’ campaign.
Jazz also bagged two
bronze awards under the ‘Marketing Disruptors’ and ‘Topical
Marketing’ categories for its
drive-in cinema initiative.
“Being recognized for our
unique marketing approach to
build trust and inspire change
feels tremendously special.
This is an endorsement of the
hard work our teams and part-

ners put in to drive growth and
create a brand legacy,” said
Jazz CCO Asif Aziz.
These accolades are a
demonstration of Jazz’s continued focus on marketing
communications that is social,
rooted in a collective purpose
and is able to change culture.
This is in line with its business
and sustainability objectives of
driving digital and financial
inclusion, especially for
women.n
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TECNO #ShowYourSparkChallenge reaches millions of views on TikTok
Lahore: The fastestgrowing Chinese smartphone brand, TECNO,
recently started its
#ShowYourSpark TikTok campaign,which
has received over Eight
Million (8M) views on
TikTok
alone.Many
prominent TikTokers including Haris Ali and
Hira khan were a part of
this campaign, with
thousands of others
joining the trend with
their own fun videos.
The trend was initiated for TECNO’s latest
Spark 8C smartphone.
The phone comes in two
variants,
4+128GB
(PKR 23,999) and
3+64GB (PKR 19,499).
Spark 8C is equipped
with a 13MP Rear AI
dual camera, 8MP
Front Camera, 6.56”
HD+ Dot Notch Display, 90Hz refresh rate,
and 5000mAh Battery.
However, the Memory
fusion
technology

makes Spark 8C stand
out from its competitors.
The main highlight
of the phone is its Expandable Memory. With
the Memory Fusion
Technology, the Spark

expanded to 6+64GB.
Spark 8C comes in four
stylish colors – Magnetic Black, Turquoise
Cyan, Iris Purple, and
Diamond Grey.
And that’s not all,

PLAY –a special audio
recording feature and
some other chic features
have also been added to
this new device. These
features are an amazing
addition for youngsters

8C RAM can be increased by 3GB. Hence,
the 4+128GB variant
can be expanded to
7+128GB and the
3+64GB variant can be

Spark 8C introduces
new innovative features
such as Customized
Beauty, Rear Camera
decoration, and Fingerprint sensor design. SO-

to help them produce
unique music videos.
Kelvin Zeng, CEO
of TECNO Mobile Pakistan, shared his views
“We at TECNO aim to

bring innovation not
only in technology but
the way this technology
can be used. Our recent
#ShowYourSparkTikTok campaign went
viral in just a few hours
and by now it has over
Eight Million Views.
This is the amazing response from our fans
and customers that
keeps us going and
makes us work harder
to bring the best for
them.”
As the campaign
gained success in such a
short time, one could
find hundreds of TikTok users enjoy dancing
to the catchy tune. Famous TikTokers being a
part of this campaign
added to its popularity
and helped it reach
thousands of others in
no time. The best videos
were shared and a few
lucky winners will get a
chance to Win a new
Spark 8C.n

MMBL, IWCCI ink accord to promote access to
DFS for entrepreneurs
Islamabad: Mobilink Microfinance Bank Limited
(MMBL) has signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with the Islamabad
Women Chamber of Commerce & Industry (IWCCI) to
promote and strengthen access
to Digital Financial Solutions
(DFS) for women borrowers
and micro-entrepreneurs.
Promotion of financial inclusion is one of the core pillars
at MMBL whereby the Bank is
committed to facilitating its
women borrowers by paving
the path to easy, seamless, and
affordable DFS offerings. With
custom-designed female-centric products, MMBL is continuously striving to fulfill the
financing needs of women by
eliminating barriers that restrict
their access to financial services. Through this MoU, access

to financial credit for women
entrepreneurs will be further
simplified. MMBL’s collaboration with IWCCI is another
step forward in endorsing multiple initiatives to establish a

supportive environment for
women borrowers and microentrepreneurs allowing them to
not only build their businesses
but also enhance outreach.
Through tailored entrepreneur-

ial capacity-building workshops and training programs,
IWCCI will not only provide
marketing opportunities for
micro-entrepreneurs but also
support strengthening their fi-

nancial position.
Commenting on the occasion, President & CEOMMBL, Ghazanfar Azzam
said: “It is a challenge for Pakistan to achieve complete fi-

nancial inclusion and attain
sustainable growth unless access to financial resources to
the 49% of the population that
comprises women, is ensured.
MMBL, through its Women
Inspirational Network (WIN)
program, has made conscious
efforts to include women borrowers and micro-entrepreneurs in the financial net. Since
the program’s inception, we
have up-skilled more than 500
women in urban and rural
startups in financial management, and our drive to foster financial literacy spurs ever on.
Through this collaboration
with IWCCI, we will continue
enabling women to further understand Pakistan’s digital financial ecosystem while
opening more avenues for them
to gain formal access to financial capital.”n

Zong partners with OPay to enhance availability of mobile recharge
Islamabad: Zong 4G, Pakistan’s cellular and digital services frontrunner, has joined
hands with OP Digital Services
Pvt. Ltd (OPay) to integrate the
mobile top-up facility in OPay’s
point of sale (POS) terminals.
Through this collaboration,
OPay will ensure that customers have the availability of
mobile recharge at more locations such as shopping malls,
pharmacies, etc. and will help
merchants to increase customer

engagement in their respective
locations. This partnership will
help both organizations in

moving forward in their mission to provide digital solutions

to their customers.
It is also the first time that a
POS service provider will enable merchants to provide mobile top-up services through its
physical touchpoints. This new
addition to OPay’s services will
also enable merchants to serve
their customers with new smart
POS solutions which will be offered through the agent network with the objective of
creating a positive impact on financial inclusion.

“We’re happy to have partnered with OP Digital Services
to help Zong customers
recharge their mobile balance
more conveniently at more retailers,” shared Zong’s official
spokesperson. “The development is also in-line with both
organizations’ mission of digital and financial enablement in
Pakistan through which merchants will also see increased
customer engagement.”n

Ufone offers free
15GB data with
Samsung handsets available at its
service centers
Islamabad: Ufone 4G has
taken on board premier South
Korean technology conglomerate, Samsung to offer the full
range of Samsung handsets for
sale at Ufone service centres
nationwide. Mobile users can
now purchase brand new Samsung phones from their nearest
service centres; however,
Ufone 4G users will get an exclusive proposition far more
exciting. Ufone 4G offers
15GB free Internet for 3
months to its customers on
purchase of each handset from
its service centres.
It merits a mention that the
arrangement is an extension of
Ufone 4G’s long-term commitment to provide users with a
top-notch internet experience
at all times. Samsung’s innovative and reliable handsets, coupled with Ufone 4G’s
lightning-fast internet will enhance customers’ user experience manyfold. The handsets
are initially being offered only
at Ufone Service Center Jinnah Super, Islamabad, however, they will soon be
available at Ufone Service
Centres across the country. n

Descon Engineering
wins Best Supplier
award
Lahore: Descon Engineering Ltd has recently received
an award for Best Supplier during the SABIC Annual Supplier Recognition Awards in
Saudi Arabia.
Speaking on the occasion,
CEO at Descon Engineering,
Taimur Saeed stated, “Descon
has always aimed to create excellence in its services, be it in
engineering,
construction,
large infrastructure projects, industrial services or manufacturing. I would like to express
my gratitude towards the honorable leadership at SABIC for
this recognition for the hardworking team at DEL and
look forward to continuing our
relationship with SABIC in future.”n
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U Bank partners with NBP to promote financial
inclusion in Pakistan
Islamabad: U Bank has
joined hands with the National Bank of Pakistan (NBP)
for the promotion of financial
inclusion in the country.
Kabeer Naqvi, President
and CEO, U Microfinance
Bank Limited (U Bank), and
President and CEO, National
Bank of Pakistan (NBP), Arif
Usmani signed an MOU of
strategic partnership between
the two organizations.
This collaboration between
the institutions will create synergies between the two institutions.
This
strategic
partnership creates a platform
for strengthening the capability of both organizations to
provide a comprehensive
range of banking services.
It will also promote various forms of cooperation including medium to long-term
Debt Finance, Housing Finance (Low-Cost Housing
under KPP), Working Capital

Funding, Structured Finance,
and various other funding options.
Speaking at the occasion,

He explained, “These
transactions include Structured Finance with NBP acting as a Lead arranger and

Kabeer Naqvi, President, and
CEO of U Bank, said, “Both
institutions have developed a
strong, mutually beneficial relationship and are willing to
extend the cooperation by entering into various innovative
transactions.”

advisor backed by a credit
guarantee facility and exchange of Gold Shroff details
for better financial worthiness
assessment.”
“This alliance will provide
an exciting opportunity to
bring state-of-the-art financial

solutions to our combined customer bases. The synergy will
pave the way toward promoting financial inclusion in the
country,” Naqvi added.
President and CEO of
NBP, Arif Usmani, appreciated U Bank’s efforts toward
digitization and financial inclusion of the unbanked economy.
He further emphasized
that the inclusion of U Bank
in the Karyana Store product,
recently launched by the
Prime Minister, would not
only provide outstanding results but also help in better
reach of product due to U
Bank’s grass-roots experience.
He expressed the desire to
further strengthen the engagement between the two institutions going forward. He also
discussed the need of developing an industry with lending controls to minimize
non-performing loans and in-

vesting in human resources to
deliver quality services and financial solutions to the
masses.
The ceremony was held at
NBP’s Head Office and was
witnessed by the senior management of both institutions
including Rehmat Ali Hasnie,
Group Chief Corporate Investment Banking Group;
Ahmer Liaquat, Divisional
Head Microfinance & Special
Initiative;
Muhammad
Ahmed Qadar, Wing Head
Microfinance
Institutions;
and Mariam Pervaiz, Chief
Commercial Officer & Chief
of Staff.
Also present at the occasion were Ambreen Malik,
Chief Business Officer &
Chief Digital Officer; Farooq
Kamran, Chief Corporate &
Investment Banking, and
Mohsin Raza Aslam, Head
Budgeting Planning & Corporate Finance of U Bank.n

Ufone 4G gives unlimited calls & data with new Post Pay Prime
Islamabad: Pakistani telecom operator,Ufone 4G in
line with its commitment to
enhancing the user experience of its valued consumers
hasintroduced a unique postpaid product ‘Ufone Post Pay
Prime’.
Owing to the growing demand for uninterrupted and
seamless communication especially in terms of calls and
data, including video streaming, calling, conferencing,
messaging, socializing, and
glitch-free gaming with the
fastest 4G network, Ufone
4G through its latest Post Pay
Prime package will provide a
single solution with ease and
convenience.
The newest Post Pay
Prime packages also offer
flexibility and convenience

giving customers the liberty
to choose from three prime
packages. Prime 750 available at PKR 750is an affordable price package for
starters offering 10 GB of

data, 7500 on-net & PTCL
minutes, 400 off-net minutes, and 2000 SMS. The
mid-range Prime 1200 package, as the name suggests
available at PKR 1200, of-

fers more value for money
that includes 20 GB of data,
7500 on-net& PTCL minutes, 750 off-net minutes,
and 7500 SMS whereas the
premiumPrime 2000 pack-

age that is available for PKR
2000 offers 40 GB of data,
7500 on-net& PTCL minutes, 1200 off-net minutes,
and 7500 SMS. All charges
mentioned are inclusive of
tax.
With the launch of this
latest product, Ufone 4G has
yet again proved that it is at
the forefront to provide customer centric products and
services that are not only reliable, but also delivers a
seamless experience. The
company is dedicated to ensuring flexible and convenient solutions thatprovide
consumers with packages
that are exclusively designed
to not only addresses their
voice and data needs but deliver a matchless user experience round the clock.n

Ufone 4G Ramzan offer brings big roaming data buckets for Saudi Arabia
Islamabad:
Pakistani
telecom operator Ufone 4G
brings a new range of prepaiddata roaming packages
for Saudi Arabia to help customers stay connected to
their loved ones. Ufone 4G
offers the industry’s best and
most economical data services through Saudi Telecommunication Company (STC)
and Mobily networks covering the entirety of the Holy
land. Apart from high-speed
data, the offer also brings
unrestricted access to all social media platforms including WhatsApp, so now you
can enjoy uninterrupted
WhatsApp audio and video

calls around the globe.
To enjoy seamless services at affordable prices,
Ufone 4G users can now dial
*506# and choose from

For PKR 350 customers can
enjoy 1,000 MBs, for PKR
700 customers can subscribe
to 2,500 MBs and for PKR
1,500 customers can satisfy

three economical prepaid
data roaming packages to
satisfy all their data needs.

their big-data needs with
5,000 MBs. All data roaming
buckets are valid for 30 days

and allow customers to
enjoy glitch-free services
without any restrictions.
Through
the
much
needed offering, Ufone 4G
has once again guaranteed
that the telecom operator
caters to the needs of its
valuable customers traveling
to Saudi Arabia during
Ramzan by providing them
with affordable and easy
data solutions. Whether they
want to check theiremails,
browse through their social
media, share pictures of the
holy places with their dear
ones or enjoy unlimited
video and voice calls on
WhatsApp, Ufone 4Gis ded-

icated to offering great value
through lucrative data benefits, allowing its customers
to reduce distances and stay
connected with their family
and friends any time of the
day.
Ufone 4G is always at the
forefront to facilitate its
users through the best product and services offerings in
the industry. Being a customer-centric company, it
continues to expand its products and services portfolio
by continuously improving
its voice and data services.
To subscribe to data roaming
buckets, users can dial
*506# n
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